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• Liberal Studies

Hutchinson confirms LS
split, conflicts with Senate
By M. Jon Rinaldi
Staff Writer
University of Maine President
Frederick E. Hutchinson shocked
a group about 40 faculty members from the University College
of Bangor when he announced
Thursday that the university
would not offer the two-year Liberal Studies Associate Degree
program.
In a meeting at the Bangor
campus, Hutchinson said keeping that program associated with
the University College as part of
the Community College of
Maine, effective this fall, made
more sense.
According to a press release
issued by Hutchinson this decision will jeopardize the'status of
the Liberal Studies' faculty in
regards to being considered
UMaine faculty. It also raises
questions as to the status of students signed up for the Liberal

• Maintenance

Studies program.
Hutchinson's actions are in
direct conflict with a UMaine
Faculty Senate vote of December
1994 to keep the program on the
Orono campus.
Senate President James Gilbert said this is the first time in
recent memory that a UMaine
president has acted contrary to a
Faculty Senate resolution.
Tina Baker, chairwoman of
the Liberal Studies program,said
that Hutchinson's decision is contradictory to promises he made in
the past and called on faculty
members and students to protest
the University System's Board
ofTrustees(BOT)meeting on Jan.
23 at Wells Commons at UMaine.
Baker said this move by
Hutchinson and the BOT is somehow connected with the televised
education network that they are
trying to set up through the Community College of Augusta.
"They are seeking accredita-

Dozens of pro-choice supporters march through the snow in Bangor during a Sunday rally. See
story on page 3. (Geyerhahn photo.)
tion for EdNet and we play into
that somehow," she said.
Chairman of Academic Affairs of the Faculty Senate BurSee MOVE on page 8

Haulin'hooves!

Remodeled
Dunn
springs leaks
By Jeff Teunisen

See DRIP on page 7

Released info on boat
accident contradictory
By Kristin Coffey
Staff Writer
University of Maine officials
are refusing to disclose the report
of an investigation regarding the
causes of an October boat accident that threatened the lives of a
professor and a graduate student.
The information officials have disclosed has been contradictory.
One UMaine official said the
cause of the accident was mainly
related to the weather, while an-

Staff Writer
Usually journalists are looking
for leaks, but last week journalism
students and staff members found
themselves dodging them.
The fourth-floor hallways of recently-renovated Dunn Hall,the new
home of the Journalism and Mass
Communication Department were
littered with trash cans and recycling
bins catching drips coming from the
ceiling.
E.L.Shea,Inc.,a generalcontractor, was hired by the University of
Maine to do the renovations ofDunn
Hall.
Asa generalcontractor,E.L.Shea
decided to sub-outthe roofingjob but
did the plumbing work on Dunn Hall
themselves.
Shea contacted the roofing subcontractor, Roof Systems of Maine
about the faulty roof. Roof Systems
of Maine made the needed repairs on
the roof, Ron Brown, the construc-

• Investigation

other official and the U.S. Coast
Guard say weather was not a major factor.
"The equipment on the boat
was fine," Director of Darling
Marine Center Kevin Eckelbarger
said in November."The problem
was the weather."
But Paul Longo,a petty officer
in the Coast Guard in Southwest
Harbor,said the weather was not a
problem on Oct. 14, the day the
UMaine research boat capsized.
See BOAT on

page 4

• Chase

UMaine staff car totalled
after high-speed pursuit
Police Officer Greg Stone noticed a
Chevy
Lumina emerge from GedStaff Writer
dy's Pub at 1 a.m. with its headAn early-morning high-speed lights off.
Stone attempted to initiate a pochase involving an official University of Maine car ended with the lice stop when the vehicle took off
vehicle totalled near Penobscot at high speed in the direction of Old
Town.Stone chased the vehicle,but
Street in Old Town Saturday.
Gerald Hall, 24, a Computing eased off the pursuit because of the
Instructional Technologies (CIT) foul weather conditions and the high
employee was charged with sus- rate of speed involved.
pected OUI in connection with the
It is estimated that the vehicle
incident. Other charges may be was travelling in excess of80 mph.
Stone continued toward Old
pending.
The incident began when Orono
See POLICE on page 4

By Michael J. Doyle

Rob Melanson uses Jeanie, his horse,to help haul logs and
trees out of a lot he's clearing on Kelly Road. (Geyerhahn
photo)

WEATHER
• Local
If it's winter, it must be
flu season at the
University of Maine.
page 5

• Editorial
Cyber-grinch M.Jon
Rinaldi surfs the 'net and
is not impressed.
page 12

• Arts
MCA Technical Director
Steve Carignan brings you
the shows.
page 9

• Sports
The men's hoop team get
their first conference win
over Hartford.
page 21
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•Saddam declares sanctions have not weakend Iraq
• Reporter returns from North Korea
• Long-awaited bill delivered to parliament
• Undercover

• Weakened?

Iraq observes fourth anniversary of Gulf war Reporter returns with info on reclusive nationinto
NICOSIA, Cyprus(AP)— The damage caused by war and four years of crippling
economic sanctions has not weakened the resolve of Iraq's people, Saddam Hussein
declared today on the fourth anniversary of the Gulf War.
The nationally broadcast speech sought to boost the morale ofIraq's 18 million people
by blaming the nation's troubles on vicious outsiders.
"The enemy's attempt to stop the people from proceeding,or to weaken their determination,
has failed," the official Iraqi News agency quoted the Iraqi president as saying.
"The future ahead of the Iraqi people has become wider, brighter, more open," said the
agency, monitored in Cyprus.
Four years after the start ofthe U.S.-led Operation Desert Storm on Jan. 17, 1991,Iraq has lost
its former status as the Arab world's top military power and second-largest oil exporter.
Its army was nearly destroyed and its economy was left in tatters by the U.S.-led multinational
assault that began with weeks of relentless bombing and ended with a lightning ground war that
drove Iraqi invaders out of Kuwait.
Its neighbors still perceive Iraq as a rogue state and a danger to regional security — a fear that
Baghdad reinforced when it massed troops nearthe Kuwaiti borderin October.Several weekslater,
Saddam backed off in the face of a major allied military buildup in the region.
InKuwaCrownPrinceSheikSaadal-Abdullahal-SabahsaidIraqwasstillathreattoKuwaitandrelations
would not be resumed while Saddam was in power,despite his recognition ofthe emirate's sovereignty.

1

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — He fooled North Korean border guards
thinking he was a poor Chinese peddler, risking arrest — and possible death — as
a suspected spy.
Lee Chan-sam, a Korean-American reporter for South Korea's Joongang Daily News,
came back from a clandestine visit with one of the most detailed accounts available of life
today in the reclusive Communist nation.
In a 10-part series running over the past two weeks,Lee reports desperate food shortages
in the countryside, poverty so deep that shoeless peasants wrap their feet with rags to ward
off winter's bitter cold.
But he says he found a remarkable improvement in living standards in the cities, where
people crowd restaurants and amusement parks.
He describes government efforts to build a personality cult around Kim Jong II, the defacto leader who still hasn't officially taken power six months after the death of his father,
President Kim II Sung.
Lee sounds a compassionate tone toward North Koreans in his reports, which are getting
much attention in a country accustomed to decades of harsh propaganda blasts against the
rival North.
"South Koreans can't do anything to change North Korea's terrible government," Lee,
the father offour,said in an interview."But we can reach out to our fellow Korean people."

2

• Elections

Premier delivers long
awaited electoral bill
PORT-AU-PRINCE,Haiti(AP)—PremierSmarck
Michel has delivered a long-awaited electoral bill to
Parliament, a key step toward the first popular vote
since U.S.troops helped restore President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to power.
The elections, which Aristide partisans are expected to
sweep, will shape the political landscape in Haiti for the next
four to six years.
Michel gave Parliament the bill on Monday. Once the bill
becomes law,it will take at least three months to organize local
and legislative elections, U.N. and Haitian officials say.
The mandate of the entire 83-seat lower house and twothirds ofthe 27-seat upper house ends Feb.4. Aristide will have
to govern by executive order until a new Parliament is sworn in.
Elections will also be held for 565 township councils and
130 mayors.
A nine-member electoral council had sent the bill to Aristide earlier this month. It was held up because Aristide and
Parliament differed over whether lawmakers had to pass the
bill for it to take effect.
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• Accident

Avalanche.kills five
in Icelandic village
4

• Talk show?

• Woops

Son of Ferdinand Marcos Transatlantic swimmer
loses support raft
interviewed by Aquino

REYKJAVIK,Iceland(AP)— An avalanche of
ice and snow struck a fishing village in northwestern
Iceland on Monday, killing five people. Rescuers
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Men whose
and
the
slide,
after
people
evacuated
fathers were ruthless dictators and the women
searched for 11 missing
whose mothers exiled them—on the next Oprah?
the village's 250 residents.
Ten
also
were
found.
survivors
In a spectacle worthy of Geraldo and Montel,the son
He said three injured
he
said.
missing,
of the late dictator, Ferdinand Marcos, laughed, talked
children were among those
around
a.m.
at
6:30
reported
and exchanged kisses with a daughter of slain opposiThe avalanche was
snowfierce
said
radio
tion leader Benigno Aquino on live television Monday
Torvald Frederickson ofIcelandic
storms had blocked roads to Sudavik, which is just north of night.
Kris Aquino, 23-year-old host of a talk show on the
the 66th parallel.
Ten children were among those hit by the snowslide government-controlled RPN-9 station,interviewed Conin Sudavik, 130 miles north of Iceland's capital, Reyk- gressman Ferdinand "Bongbong" Marcos Jr., 36. Her
javik. Civil Defense Force spokesman Johannes Reykdal mother,former President Corazon Aquino, has accused
said he did not know how many children remained the elder Marcos of masterminding her husband's killmissing.
ing.
"We still hope to find more people alive," he said.
"In fairness, everytime I see Bongbong, he is so
before
avalanche
of
type
this
experienced
"We have
intelligent and he is so articulate, he does not look like
later.
hours
12
to
up
snow
the
in
people
and have found
he could kill another person," Ms. Aquino said.
We will continue the search until we find everyone."
In 1983, Ms. Aquino's father was assassinated by a
and
Sudavik
to
roads
blocked
snowstorms
He said
soldier as he returned from exile in the United States.
the
of
population
entire
the
avalanche,
that after the
Three years later, an uprising drove the Marcoses into
a
to
ship
by
moved
was
people,
250
village, around
exile in Hawaii and installed Corazon Aquino as presneighboring city.
ident. Marcos died in Honolulu three years later.
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PARIS(AP)— A Frenchman attempting to swim
across the Atlantic Ocean lost his raft for 2 1/2 hours
over the weekend, and was exhausted when he finally
found it, his support team said Sunday.
Guy Delage,on the 36th day of his attempt to swim across
the Atlantic, broke one of his specially designed flippers and
became separated Saturday from the 15-foot raft, his team said.
The raft is essential to Delage's attempted crossing because
it carries his food and equipment and provides a place to sleep.
He communicates each day by radio with his team in Paris.
Delage was swimming without his flotation device and
with only his underwater rifle to ward off sharks when one of
his oversized flippers broke, his team, Sector Oceanantes,
reported.
When he tried to return to his raft,the 150-yard cord linking
them came loose and the raft floated away.Delage had to swim
against swells 10-12 feet high and continually lost sight of the
raft as it drifted more than 300 yards away, his team said.
He reached the raft after 2 1/2 hours of struggling, Sector
Oceanantes said.
Some scientists and athletes have scoffed at Delage because
he spends about two-thirds of his time drifting on the raft.
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• Rally

Local clinics shown support in pro-choice march
By Malcom Smith

women of access." JoAnne Dauphinee,NOW
representative and event organizer said.
"One,two,three,four, we don't want your
A local women's health clinic recently tar- holy war,"thecrowd chanted onthe sidewalk as
geted by anti-abortion protests and violence got they carried signsthatread,"Keep yourrosaries
a show of support during a march and demon- off my ovaries." Some participants sang from
stration outside an "anti-choice" counseling preprinted songsheets. Curious onlookers
center Sunday in Bangor.
watched from storefront doors.
"This day is a very important day in our
A knock on the door of the office bulding
history," activist and Mabel Wadsworth Wom- housing the AAA Pregnancy Center, which
en's Health Clinic co-founder Sharon Barker served as the demonstration site, garnered no
said to the crowd ofnearly 200 before the march. response. The second floor business appeared
Sponsored by the National Organizationfor to beclose('forthe day,witha"Sorry,Closed..."
Women,the march began at 10:45 a.m. at the sign hanging in the darkened window.
Peaceand Justice Centeron Main StThecrowd
One woman spit on the land outside the
marched two and three abreast along the side- office building, then started chanting louder.
walk to State St. while policein cruisers accom- The demonstration concluded peacefully after
panied them.
about 30 minutes.
The march comes on the heels ofescalating
NOW planned the march to show support
violenceatMWWHC,including a mancharged for MWWHC.Thechoice ofthe demonstration
with making a threatening, shooting-like ges- site was because "anything — such as an antiture with his hands at an volunteer employee on choice clinic- which functions best in the dark,
Nov.22.and a broken window Friday nightthat oughtto be exposed to the lightofday,"accordoccurred while the clinic was unoccupied.
ing to NOW officials. AAA personnel were not
"An outrageous amountofactivity has gone available for comment.
on,clearly orchestrated. There are documents,
A few people spoke to the crowd before the
therearebookletson how tofirebomb.Itcouldn't march,including Ruth Lockhart,executive dibe more obvious that its an organized conspir- rector of MWWHC.She told the crowd about
acy to close abortion clinics and to deprive the broken window.
Staff Writer

Marchers move down the sidewalk of Main St. in Bangor during yesterday's

pro-choice rally.(Geyerhahn photo.)
"This is only another in a series of threats
and violence that we have to endure," she said.
She is often asked if she is scared, she told
the crowd."My answer today is yes."
She related the decreasing quality of worn-

en's lives to the decreasing availability of medical services at clinics like hers.
The crowd included several politicians, including U.S.,Rep.John Baldacci,State Sen.Sean Faircloth and former gubernatorial candidate Jean Hay.

• Public Affairs

Kay Hyatt departs 24-hour PR job
By Tony Hallett
Staff Writer

Interim Director of News Services Joe

Carr. (Courtesy photo.)

The phone doesn't ring at two in the
morning anymore. She doesn't have to
spend those long hours in the office during the week, and the religious ritual of
checking the phone messages every hour
on the weekends has been broken.
Kay Hyatt,director of News Services,
announced her resignation at the end of
last semester.
"It was a difficult decision to leave
UMaine. I enjoyed working here," Hyatt
said. Hyatt said the university provided
her with a wonderful opportunity to keep
constant contact with both print and
broadcast media and allowed her a lot of
"professional growth."
"I want to have flexibility and options
in my life," Hyatt said. Though she found
the job "extremely challenging," it was a
24 hour responsibility and allowed little
time for a personal life.
See HYATT on page 6

Applications for Spring Semester
Student Teaching are now available at
the Stuoent Teaching Office,
136 Shibles Hall.

Vacation Child Care Program
February 20-24
Grades K-6
Application available at the
Commuter Office, Memorial Union.
Limited funds are available. Apply Now!!

SENIOR ALUMNI
SCHOLARSHIPS
for

Non-Traditional
Students

Application deadlines is February 15.
Stucents not in the college of Eo ucation
but seeking teacher certification must
apply for the Teacher Certification
Option, 156 Shibles Hall.
Application deadlines is February 15.

Applications are available at:
THE COMMUTER OFFICE
on
Second Floor, Mernoria
Application Deadline:
February 10, 1995
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Boat

from page 1

"Northeast winds of 15-20 mph and
seas two to four feet in a 22-foot vessel
would not be life threatening or dangerous," he said. "It was breezy and choppy,
but that's a typical day at sea."
Oceanographer Dr. Robert Steneck and
a graduate student were on the"GulfPride"
conducting a lobster study when the boat
capsized. They were rescued from frigid
waters by a nearby lobster man.
Steneck has not returned phone calls,
and the university will not release the student's name.
The accident occurred when a lobster
line got entangled in the boat's engine. The
researchers stopped the engine, bringing the
boat to a quick stop and causing water from
the wake to wash into the back of the boat.
,The UMaine Department of Environmental Health and Safety deemed it necessary to put a hold on all boat operations in
order to conduct a full investigation of the
causes of the accident.
A number of factors

Young said. "I could see when the boat
went by that it was heavy."
Young said the researchers were
lucky to survive. He said he had Steneck out of the water before the boat
went under, but that the boat turned over
on the student. He said the student was
hanging onto the side of his boat when
he pulled him in.
"Thank goodness we were there to do
the job," Young said. "I wouldn't want
somebody leaving my coat tail in a drink,
so I was glad to help."
In addition to the weather, university
officials have also made contradictory statements about safety programs in place.
The DepartmentofEnvironmental Health
and Safety has questioned the quality of
safety and training at the Darling Marine
Center,butinformation released by UMaine
Public Affairs in November praised Darling
Marine Center's safety program.
According to the press release,the accident is believed to be the first accident
involving one of the six boats in the Darling Marine Center's fleet, a record Eckelbarger attributed to the Darling Marine
Center's"extensive safety and training program."

The director of Environmental Health
and Safety said in November that weather,
mechanical failure, speed and improper
storage were the causes of the accident.
"The weather was not a major factor,
Contradictions abound
but it played a small role," Victoria Justus
said."The boat was overloaded, and safety
The Department of Environmental
equipment was not used."
Health and Safety contradicted this stateRobert Young, captain of "The Eagle" ment when it limited Darling Marine Cenand the lobsterman who rescued the re- ter's entire research fleet until safety and
searchers, said that it was a great day to be training regulations could be implemented.
on the water.
The limitations led to the interim boat pol"It was a great day to be out working," icy, which puts guidelines on boat usage.

Justus said the new policies require
training for anyone who goes out in a boat.
"If you don't have a boat captain or a
diving master on board, you're not going," Justus said."These procedures have
not been closely watched in the past and
haven't been fully developed until now."
Eckelbarger contradicted his earlier
claim of "extensive safety" when he said
there have been safety courses offered in
the past, but now they will be more intense and required.
"Instruction in the past has been on a
hit or miss basis," Eckelbarger said. "An
extensive, week-long course will be required of anyone who is going to use a
boat in the future."
Dagmar Cronn,dean of the College of
Sciences, also emphasized the need for
improved safety at the center.
"We need to put improvement in place
immediately so people can get back into
the boats," said Cronn.
The quality of safety and training at
Darling Marine Center is questionable and
has resulted in UMaine,the sea grant school
of the state, being forced to limit its entire
marine research fleet while it enforces an
interim boat policy requiring basic safety
training and regulations, said Justus.
"Because of lack of procedure and
policies for high risk operations, we've
put a hold on all operations," Justus
said in November."This accident could
have easily been fatal. Twenty more
minutes, and their lives may have been
taken by hypothermia."
Ed. note-This is the first of two
parts. part two will appear Wednesday,

Police

from page 1

Town, where he met with Officer Michael
Hashey of the Old Town police department.
They conducted a joint search of the area.
Near Penobscot Street on Route 2 between Orono and Old Town, the officers
noticed part ofa broken telephone pole.Upon
further examination, they noticed a vehicle
off the road on an incline, among some trees.
There was no sign of the driver. The officers
began a sweep ofthe area attempting to locate
the missing driver who was apparently ejected from the vehicle.
The suspect was apprehended at approximately 2:00 a.m. in the vicinity of South
Main Street when two off-duty Old Town
police officers noticed him walking in a disoriented state without a jacket or shoes.
The subject was found to be bleeding
from the nose and had numerous lacerations.
The off-duty officers were alerted to the
incident over the police scanner.
The suspect was treated for his injuries at
a local hospital.
It is a violation of university policy to use
campus vehicles for any type of personal use
or recreation, according to UMaine interim
News Director Joe Car.
Carr declined any further comment until
further details ofthe incident become available.

WASTED
YOUTH.
414;
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.N

rvin A Pliblsc Srr,ocu of tn.? USDA Forest Setvice
Stale rort.t.kee

SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Companies participating

THE MAINE RECRUITING
CONSORTIUM IS PRIMARILY FOR
NON-TECHNICAL MAJORS IN:
Interviews
for full-time •SCIENCES
jobs after
graduation •BUSINESS
take place IN LIBERAL ARTS
on Thursday,
March 2
Tosign upfortheseinterviews,bringacopyofyoui
at the
resume foreach company which interests you tc
Holiday Inn
the Career Center, Chadbourne Hallby:
By The Bay
Friday, January27
Portland
Ca//581-1359for details.
Abraham & Strauss/Jordan Marsh
ADP/Employer Services Division
American Drug Stores(OSCO/SAV-ON)
American Tourister
Ames Department Stores
Bureau of Taxation/Audit Division
CVS - Consumer Value Stores
Cianbro Corporation
Community Health & Counseling
Dover Financial Grp/John Hancock
Emery Worldwide
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Financial Strategies Group
Farm Credit Banks of Springfield
Frito-Lay, Inc.
GH Bass & Co./Wholesale Division
Hannaford Bros. Company
Hit Or Miss
Jackson Laboratory
John Hancock Financial Svcs/Maine
Keane, Inc.
K-Mart Corporation
Liberty Mutual Ins./Info. Systems
MassMutual Insurance
MBNA New England

Modern Woodmen Of America
Mutual of Omaha Ins. Company
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Olympia Sports
Peace Corps
Peoples Heritage Bank
Prudential Insurance Co.
Radio Shack Div. of Tandy Corp.
Taft Locke Companies
The Pines Treatment Center
Training & Development Corp.
U.S. Air Force Officer Recruiting
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U. S. Border Patrol
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
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• Construction

• Health

Boat-building students to raffle vessel
By Michael J. Doyle

Cutler offers fluseason advice

Staff Writer

By Yolanda Sly

A forthcoming raffle will enable some
lucky boat enthusiast to literally "paddle
their own canoe" - courtesy of the student
chapter of the Forest Products Society.
Ten forestry students are feverishly finishing a boat they are building as part of an
extra curricular activity. The completed canoe will be raffled off prior to the Spring
break. Tickets are expected to go on sale at
a $1 a piece in the near future. The society
hopes for a generous response.
"A portion of the proceeds is destined to
be donated to charity," said Bob Rice, assistant professor of wood science and technology."The balance will go towards funding
travel for professional seminars and other
Members of the Forest Products Society stand behind their creation.(Lachowsexpenses."
ki
photo.)
The charity to which the procedes will
support and assistance of local industry,
go to has yet to be determined.
The flat-bottomed one-seat lake boat including North-East Log Homes, Georgia
weighs 60 pounds and is 15 feet by 2 and Pacific Corporation, Hamilton Marine Inone-halffeet.The canoe has a gross carrying corporated and Old Town Canoe.
These sponsors provided raw materials
capacity of up to 250 pounds. The handmade boat was engineered following a de- to the tune of $350 toward the project. The
sign provided by a company in Brooklyn, completed boat would retail for an amount
Maine.It is offically designated as"The Six in excess of $700.
"The project brought us together as a
Hour Canoe."
The enterprise was initiated by the group group," Jack Guerin, a graduate forestry
in October 1994. All the work was complet- student said."Most of the participants have
ed by the students themselves under the had no prior experience of working with
supervision of Rice and Professor Steve wood," he added.
The builders were mustered from both
Shaler. The group devoted some evenings
graduate and undergraduate students. The reand their Saturdays to the task.
"They have done a fine job," Rice said. sults oftheir work is being praised though they
UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
The project was made possible with the did not have experience under their belts.

Open
your mind

You may learn
something about
yourself.

The Maine Campus

Staff Writer
Classes to attend, chapters to read and
papers to write.The last thing one needs is to
get sick with the flu or a cold.
"The flu is a viral infection that affects
the nose, throat and bronchial tubes," said
Martha Eastman, nursing coordinator at
Cutler Health Center. "Many people say
they have the flu, when all they really have
is a cold."
Eastman said a cold is also a viral infection that affects the upper respiratory system
and shares similar symptoms with more
than 200 other viruses.
Symptoms ofthe flu include fever,chills,
coughing and a sore throat, along with minor or severe aches in the arms and legs.
Symptoms of a cold include many of the
same symptoms as the flu but are less severe.
The flu has struck many different parts
of the country already. According to a New
York Times report, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and World Health
Organization said more than 60 percent of
the nation's flu cases were in New York as
ofJan.6,with Connecticut,Kentucky,Maryland and Virginia also reporting significant
numbers of flu cases.
The Times also reported that most of the
cases have been caused by the Shangdong
strain of the influenza A virus. The strain is
new to the country, so people have had no
time to develop a resistance to it, which may
See FLU on page 6
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Show your Valentine just how special they are or
ask someone special to be your Valentine.
Buy a Valentine's Day personal.
On February 13, The Maine Campus will have a special section for Valentine's Day.
The cost is only 1.50 per line. The deadline is Friday, February 10 at 3pm.
For additional information call 581-1273.
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Flu

from page 5

explain the large number of cases and their
severity.
Dr. Peter Millard, a medical epidemiologist at the Maine Bureau of Health, said
that in 1993 there were 120 cases of the flu
reported in Maine. In 1994 there were 104
cases reported and in 1995 as of Jan. 18,
there was only one case of the flu reported.
That person had the Shangdong strain of the
flu and is from the Rockland area and had
just returned from a visit to N.J.
"Flu season in Maine occurs between
November and May, and a good way to
prevent the flu is by having a flu shot. Flu

Hyatt

from page 3

shots are usually given in October, but still
can be taken now," Eastman said, adding
that the vaccine contains the Shangdong
Virus.
Eastman recommended the flu shot for
those with chronic illness, older people and
those who work in the healthcare profession.
"Consult a doctor before getting a vaccine.Those who are allergic to eggs,or have
had Guillian Bane' Disease (a form of paralysis) may not be able to have the flu
vaccine," Eastman said."Those who have a
fever won't be able to have the vaccine on
that day."

Eastman said if students think that they
"The job description says, and it's
may have a cold or flu they should go to the true, the director of News Services has to
Medical Assistance and SelfHelp(M.A.S.H) be available 24 hours to the media and
located in Cutler Health Center, where stu- campus community."
dents can get examined to determine if they
This,however,is not the end of Hyatt's
have a cold or another illness and get over- involvement with the university.
the-counter medication.
"There are other opportunities that
She said Cutler Health Center has only maintain flexibility. I am not leaving the
two doses of flu vaccine left and those inter- university,just Public Affairs," she said.
ested should call 581-4015.
Hyatt added she still will be working
The flu vaccine is also available at Med with her old friends at the office but in a
Now in Orono, and from the Orono Town different capacity.
nurse, whose office is located in the Keith
The veteran of eight years will miss
Anderson Community Building.
working in her old job.
"When you work that closely with
people, it's sad (leaving). I definitely
will miss working with The Maine Campus."
Public Affairs will continue to serve
the public and the media.
In April, a permanent replacement will
be sought to fill the position of director of
News Services. In the meantime,Joe Carr
will serve as the interim contact to the
media.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
Carr himself is no stranger to the news.
He comes into his new position after
being executive assistant to the director
of Public Affairs. Prior to that, he worked
for WABI-TV for nine years first as a
news and sports reporter and later as the
program director.
"I left one great opportunity for another great opportunity," Carr said.
Though he has only served a short
while in his new position, Carr said he
already likes it.
When people ask:"How can you be an
"I had been close to it in the time I
RA?" I think to myself, how can I not be an RA.
have been here, and it made the transition
I sincerely think that anyone can be an RA,
easy."
Asked if he planned to pursue the
if you truly want to do it you will be successful.
in April, Carr responded posiposition
When I began I was incredibly nervous, thinking
tively.
of the 'what ifs,' imagining all of the possible
"There is a good chance that I will. I
situations that could arise. Then the big day
have a little time to look at what this job
arrived, the residents moved in. I can't say that
entails, and I will be in a great position to
make that decision (in Aui
.1).
mistakes were not made, but I learned from my

World Briefs.

Your six pack to the world.
Enjoy it on page 2.

The Maine Campus

PORTRAIT OF THE RESIDENT ASSISTANT AS

R

AYOUNG

mistakes.
I've met people and made friends that I
would have never known if it wasn't for the RA
position. I've gained practical skills that have
benefited me in all aspects of my life. Planning
programs, confronting issues, and resolving
conflicts have helped me become more organized,
a better time manager, and a more effective
communicator. I've also enjoyed being a team
member, working with and helping others on my
Melissa Beesley,21
School adddress: Apt 54 York Village staff and in the hall. My experience as an RA has
been so rewarding, that I'm planning to study
Home address: York, Maine
Student Development and Higher Education in
Graduate School next year.

If you are interested in applying for a Resident Assistant
position for the 1995-96 academic year,
you must attend one of the following information sessions:
* Tuesday, January 24, 3:30pm - 4:30pm (Penobscot TV Lounge)
* Wednesday, January 25,3:30pm - 4:30pm (Androscoggin TV Lounge)
* Wednesday, January 25, 7:30pm - 8:30pm (Kennebec TV Lounge)
* Thursday, January 26, 12:00pm - 1:00pm (Androscoggin TV Lounge)

M=

r

ISM UM

MN NM Nom

J. J. Cutters
356 North Main St.
Old Town

827-2412
A full service hair salon featuring:
Hairstyling, Tanning, Acrylic Nails
& Manicures.
Call ahead for appointment
Present coupon with any nail service
and receive $2.00 OFF a single
tanning session.

L.

.1

Memorial Union
Information Center Services
Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 4:30 pm
Monday - Saturday 5:30 pm - 8:00 pm
•Academic Schedules
•Bus Schedules
•Campus Publications
•Darkroom Pass (fee required)
•Equipment Needs
•FAX center($1/page)
•First Aid - need a bandaid?
•Information (campus events)
•Local Area Information
•Lost and Found
•Mail Drop (campus and US mail)
•Magazines and Newspapers
•Photocopier
•Referrals
•Room/Table/Banner Reservations
•Rideboard & Bulletin Board Cards
•Short-wave Radio Information
•Telephone Books
•Tickets (selected campus events)
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New En land News
TODAY'S WEATHER:

• Welfare

NH looks at making welfare
clients work for benefits

Light snow likely, highs 30 to 35.

TUESDAY'S WEATHER:
Cloudy with a chance oflight snow, highs around 30.

Drip

from page 1

tion specialist for Facilities Management said.
"It is not uncommon to have minor items
like this happening," Brown said.
Brown said E.L. Shea was rushed into getting the building completed for last semester,
however, he said that he did not feel as if the
general contractor cut any corners to complete
the job on time.
Once the job is completed by the general
contractor, Facilities Management inspects the
building and notes any problems.
"We visually inspect the building, make a
list ofpunch-list items and ask the contractor to
come back and make repairs," Brown said.
The general contractor, under contractual
agreement with UMaine, is required to revisit
Dunn Hall and make needed alterations for one
full year after the completion ofthejob,Brown
said.
One item on the punch-list is the fourthfloor urinal in the men's bathroom that is currently out of order.
"The urinal is aflushwater problem,Shea is
waiting on a repair kit to be delivered" Brown
said. "It should have been done."
Brown stated that E.L. Shea has not been
paid in full and the general contractor is doing its
bestto finish the needed repairs on the building.
Patricia Dooley, an assistant professor for
the Department of Journalism and Mass Com-

$1.00 OFF
sub
any foot!
with this coupon
-14;•iv14,Street;titono

Not good votIvany othtifppecials
Deliveries-Sun-Thurs 7pin - 11pm

866-3550

munication department said people must be
patient with the new move, the new building
and any minor problems that arise.
"There is a natural shaking-out period with
any move," Dooley said.
She is happy with the departments new home
and said the minor inconvenience ofceiling leaks
has not caused any noticable distractions.

RESERVE

CONCORD, N.H.(AP) — Linda Cayford doesn't see the point in looking forjobs
paying less than $7.50 an hour.
Commuting to a larger town from her
home in Lee would eat up her income.
"Before long,I'd be forgetting the mortgage payment for car repairs, and I can't
leave my 11-year-old to work 60 hours a
week at two jobs," she says.
Cayford,46, has been on welfare before
and may soon be back.She was laid offfrom
a job in August and has been collecting
unemployment. But that, and her savings,
are running out.
She's on the waiting list for federally
fundedjob training, but worries whether the
basic training offered would give her sufficient skills to survive on her own.
"The day I work for $5.50 an hour is the
day my daughter and I live in a cardboard
box on a lawn in Washington," she says
emphatically.
Cayford's case strikes at the heart of the
national welfare reform debate: what is the
government's obligation to its poor?
Last spring, Gov. Steve Merrill named
the heads of six state agencies to a Welfare
Reform Council. Their first mission: develop school-to-work programs to better prepare teen-agers for work. Their second mission was to come up with work-for-benefits
programs.
Kathleen Sgambati, acting state health
and human services commissioner,believes
OFFICERS'

welfare reforms affecting adults won't break
the welfare cycle if money isn't also put
toward prevention, such as school-to-work
programs and efforts to reduce teen pregnancy rates.That'sthe population mostlikely
to be on welfare for years, she says.
Under a new school-to-work initiative,
the state has been divided into six regions to
plan how best to get teens to focus on career
decisions.
"Our whole mentality in education is
geared to that 30percent going on to college,
and the rest we give a pat on the back," says
Sen.George Lovejoy,R-Rochester,a founding force behind the school-to-work initiative. "We need to encourage others just as
we do college-bound children."
As part of reforms affecting adults, welfare applicants in the Laconia area, particularly those aged 18-25, will be assessed by a
team at the unemployment office beginning
in March to decide whether they're ready to
go to work immediately or need training or
basic education first.
Under discussion are two other options.
One would require applicants with the weakest job skills to work for benefits at private
or governmentjobs.
In the second program,employers would
pay trainees a stipend while the state continued to pay their welfare grant,child care
and medical care. Those who refuse to
participate, with few exceptions, would
lose their benefits.

TRAINING

Alr

CORPS

GET
A
BRA.
OR
B.S.
ON

U.S
A college education
takes $$$. Don't send out an
SOS. U 2 can get the $$$ you
need with a merit-based
Army ROTC Scholarship.
1,000's of scholarships
are awarded every year

to students majoring in engineering, science, business,
nursing and a number of other
majors. B 1 of them. Army
ROTC scholarships
are A+. They're as good
as Au.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.
Find out more. Contact Captain Joe Burns at 581-1125
or stop by our office in the Memorial Field House.
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ton Hatlen said, "I'm disappointed, but
I'm not surprised (by the decision). It
seemed as if this were the plan from the
start," adding that the arguments by the
Liberal Studies faculty were what changed
people's minds towards keeping the program at UMaine.
Baker agreed,saying,"When they(the
Ow- A

RADICAL

GROUP

Senate) were informed of what we do
they agreed with us that we are an integral part of this campus," adding that
many students who have the potential to
do well at UMaine may never come here
through "gateway" programs like Liberal Studies now.
Director of Public Affairs John Dia-

mond said that Hutchinson and the BOT
believe that UMaine should now focus on
four-year degrees and graduate programs,
and the two-year degrees would be better
handled by the Community College system.
Hutchinson did accept two recommendations made by the Faculty Senate:

CALLED

SHOVEL

THE

PAIL

AND

PARTY

TOOK

•The transfer of nine UC two-year professional programs and a single one-year
program until an appropriate administrative and budgetary structure is established.
•That UMaine continue to offer twoyear associate degree programs that are
integrated with the university's fouryear programs.
OVER
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Stranger yet, the Sprint

FoNCARD- from Sprint.

Booth on campus is giving

The late night MOONLIGHT
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signing up. The COLLEGIATE

certainly unusual. So unusual,

FoNCARD from Sprint.

only Sprint offers it. Gab all
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THIS COLLEGIATE FoNCARD IS SO EASY, IT'S WEIRD.
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Arts &Entertainment
A&EVEEK
Monday,Jan. 23
*Roll it Again Cinema:"Menace II
Society." 6:30 p.m. FFA Room.

Setting The Stage
A day in the life of the MCA technical director

Tuesday,Jan. 24
*Ballet National du Senegal will perform at the Maine Center for the Arts at
7 p.m. Admission fee.
*Coffee House with singer/writer
Kevin Connolly, 8 p.m. Peabody
Lounge.
*Roll it Again Cinema:"Menace II
Society." 3:15 p.m. Totman Lounge,
6:30 p.m. FFA Room.

Thursday,Jan. 26
*Richard West Jr., director of the
Smithsonian Institution's National Museum ofthe American Indian, will speak
at the Hudson Museum and a recetion
will follow. 3:30 p.m. in the Bodwell
Area of the Maine Center for the Arts.
*"Salsa Brava!Red HotPoemsfrom
South of the Border," part of the Poetry
Free Zone series, noon, Thomson Honors Center.
*"Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of
the Desert," part of the Not at the Mall
film series. 6:30 and 9 p.m. Hauck Auditorium. Admission fee.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den
with Cana' Joe, 9 p.m. Bear's Den.
Admission fee.

Friday,Jan.27
*Blues legend Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown will perform with Gate
Express at the Grand Auditorium in
Ellsworth. Admission fee. For more information, call 667-5900.
*Open rehearsalofthe NationalSymphony Orchestra at 7:30 p.m. at the
Maine Centerfor the Arts.Seating available on a first come,first served basis.
*"Mississippi Delta Blues:From the
Delta to Chicago 1900-1960," lecture
and concert. 8 p.m. Hauck Auditorium.
Admission fee.
*Comedy Café with Tony V and
Rich Gustus.9 p.m.Damn Yankee. Admission fee.

Saturday,Jan. 28
*Flash in the Pans steel drum band
will perform a concert for listening and
dancing at the Grand Auditorium in
Ellsworth. Admission fee. For more information, call 374-2800.
*Family Times movie: "Annie" 1
p.m. 100 Corbett Hall.
*National Symphony Orchestra in
concert, 7 p.m. Maine Center for the
Arts. Admission fee.
*"Clerks,"6:30 and 9:15 p.m.Hauck
Auditorium. Admission fee.

Sunday,Jan. 29
*National Symphony Orchestra Casual Youth Concert.3 p.m. Maine Center for the Arts. Admission fee.

Steve Carignan sits alone on the stage he transforms for MCA audiences. (Geyerhahn photo.)
By Amy Farrell
Special to The Campus

It is 8 a.m.Outside the Maine Center for the
Arts, crew members unload equipment, lights
and sets off a large tractor trailer truck. MCA
technical director Steve Carignan standsinside,
center stage.Looking at the massofsteel equipment that lies before him, he knows that, as
usual, he has his work cut out for him.
Inside the MCA,the crew is fast at work
setting up for that night's show,"Stomp."Carignan heads up this crew, as he does faithfully
each day. He has worked at the MCA since it
opened nearly nine years ago. He started out as
a graduate assistant and became stage manager
upon his completion of graduate school. He
then took overthe position oftechnical director.
Astechnical director,he is in charge ofoverseeing the set-up and strike-down of every show
that comes to the center.
On the day ofashow,Carignan and hiscrew
must report to the MCA as early as6 a.m.They
begin unloading and setting up equipment as
soon as it arrives.They will work for the next 12
hours assembling sets, lights and sound. Although"Stomp"has brought with it a few crew
members ofits own,including a stage manager,
it is the MCA that will be responsible for most
of the work.
Itis now9a.m.Oneofthestudentsupervisors
in training, Laurie Savona,stands at a table in a
corner down stage, huddled over a chart-like
paper that covers the entire table.It is a light plot.
Each show that performs at the MCA provides the crew with a plot, which explains how
the lights are to be setup."Stomp"had done so,
but a last minute decision was made that left

Savona in a state of frustration and confusion.
"The"Stomp"crew is used to working in a
larger house," Savona explained."Because of
our size we had to shrink the light plot they sent
us. However, when they got here this morning,
they decided to change the whole thing."

"One thing you learn
very quickly with sets
like this is that mistakes
get made, and how you
respond to them is what
makes you a pro.
53

Savonanow isforced to spend the better part
of the morning studying the new light plot and
learning how to arrange the lights accordingly.
Although she is a student, Savona is no
stranger to working quickly under pressure.
Within an hour the plot has been corrected,and
she can move on to her next task, arranging the
gels,or colored slides that will cover the lights.
Meanwhile, construction continues in the
chaotic auditorium.
A large piece of vertical scaffolding has
been turned upright and is being dragged across
the stage.Seven workers are pulling it, butit still
manages to wobble and at one point almost
comes crashing down. The crew freezes, and
someone yells, "Get it stable!" They do, and
then they continue.
Carignan explained that it is the size and
weight of this set that makes it that much more
difficult to set up.

"This set's a steel set so it's pretty big and
pretty heavy," Carignan said."We've had bigger, but not a lot bigger. One thing you learn
very quickly with sets like this is that mistakes
get made,and how you respond to them is what
makes you a pro."
At 10a.m.the scaffolding is all in place.The
crew takes its first break. A distinctive aroma
fills the air,and a man asks ifanyone else would
like a hash brown.
Putting on ashow at the MCA is an expensive
task, acconling to the administration manager.
BrendaBoyntonisincharge ofputtingthecenter's
budgettogethereach yearand determining spending.She said that depending on the artist or group
scheduled to appear,different amounts of money
need to be spent on each show.
"Shows run from $2,000 up to I think
$47,000 was our highest this year," Boynton
said."It varies; every show is different."
Boynton said that there are three different
accounts that contribute to the MCA's budget.
There is an operating accountthat the University provides for the operation of the building.
This is worth $300,000. There is also a gift
account, which comes straightfrom donations.
The amount of this account varies each year
depending upon the number of donations received.Lastly,there is a programming account,
which starts at zero and varies according to
ticket sales.
By 10:15, the crew is back in full force
setting up attachments to the scaffolding.There
are metal walls that must be attached, and signs
and barrels that need to be fastened into place.
At 10:30, Carignan begins to assemble the
sound board at the rear ofthe auditorium. He is
joined by three other crew members, one of
See CARIGNAN on page 11
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•New column

• Music

Maine music, according to Justin

Soprano, pianist
delight in "Made in
Maine"

campus. I'll be conducting interviews with
bands sprouting up in this area and over the
semesterI'll be doing as manyreviewsofshows
as I can fit into my schedule.
It seemsto me that this year,and this semester in particular, shows some real promise for
establishing our own local music scene. We

By Justin Butts
Hello! And welcome to my new music
column, in which I hope to keep people informed of who's playing what,and where and
when they're doing it. I'll try my best to keep
you up to date on future shows on and off

N

MULTICULTURAL
FILMS
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"ROARINGLY
COMIC!
Terence Stamp gives one of the year's BEST PERFORMANCES
"VASTLY ENTERTAINING!ft
T..,LOS ANGI

"FLAMBOYANTLY COLORFUL!
Mr. Stamp cuts a spectacular figure and is
well worth the price of admission:'
.5.l.n.T111

YORE T1,11.S

"WONDERFULLY FUNNY!"
-.1efIGIn.NT.WSI{1.1K

TR. ADVENTURES OF

QUEEN

OF

THE

DESERT

1•11.cgt
rdyr....
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January 26, Thursday
6:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union
$1.00 with student ID; $2.00 all others

have some great bands around here, and more
lined up to play from around the state, but it
takes more than that to really get something
going.
What it takes is some genuine interest in
people like YOU. The best bands in the world
can't create a hoppin' scene if the audience is
apathetic.Ifyoufeelthe way Ido,ifyou're alocal
musician who wants to be a partofsomething or
if you'rejust someone who wants to vent some
gripes,now'sthe timetospeak your peace! Send
any comments,suggestions, or whatever,to the
Maine Campus,c/o J. Buns,Lord Hall.
Anyway,on with my very first gig review,
which is the Glass Onion show that took place
Thursday at the Ram's Horn.
A tie-necked Lippy Kid opened the show
with some well-polished funk rock,throwing in
some bluesy and reggae numbers here and
there. Next was Cana'Joe,and by the time they
hit the stage the Horn was packed.
"I've had a Bad fu***n' week..." announced
lead vocalist/guitarist Michael Billings before Joe
launched into a tight set ofsouthern blues rock.
Unfortunately, the crowd was starting to
dwindle by the time the headlining Glass
Onion began their show.Too bad. Despite the
inherent limitations of being a mostly instrumental trio, these guys had the talent and
ability to fill the Horn with an amazingly wide
range ofmastered styles.Hard rock crunchers,
spaced out wah/delay patterns,clean blues and
ska struts, with the majority of vocals being a
quick "Thank you" at the end of each song. If
these guys make it back this way, they're
worth checking out.
Well,that's itfor today.'Til nexttime,keep
yourinstrumenttuned,and trash thattelevision!

By Ted Gray
Special to The Campus
Friday nightatLord Hall,"Madein Maine"
performed to the delight of the audience.
"Made in Maine" consists of Clayton W.
Smith on piano and Nancy Ellen Ogle singing soprano.
Nancy Ogle has traveled the world over
singing to people of various cultures. She has
performed in the Soviet Union,Japan and Germany. She has also appeared with the Cincinnati and Knoxville Symphony, the Calgary
Philharmonic, the Maine Opera and Donald
Pippin's Pocket Opera. As well as performing
opera,she is also an associate professorofvoice
here at the University of Maine.
Clayton Smith has performed at Wolftrap
National Park forthe Performing Arts,Musicana Dinner Theater and several other national
concerts. He has directed productions for the
Penobscot Theater,located in Bangor,and the
Downriver Theater Company and the Mad
Capp Cafe, both located in Machias. He is
currently working with thePenobscotBaySingers of Belfast,the Down East Singers ofRockland, as well as with vocal groups at Bangor
High School.
Ogle and Smith performed"A Child Said"
translated by Don Stratton. Stratton teaches
composition, theory and jazz studies at the
University ofMaine,Augusta.He has traveled
to Warsaw,Poland to presentja77 workshops
and performances. His compostional works
have been performed atthe Kennedy Center in
Washington and by the Bangor Symphony.

THE HISTORY OF

MISSISSIPPI
DELTA BLUES
with

Gayle Dean Wardlow

Kevin Connolly
"A woruferfulsinger... an imaginative writer..
a rare treat to everience"
- IC.Pf14.(Loo ANcLLE6)
"His voice is robust yet comforting, his songs
optimistic and inshtfuf"
- 5061-0H cL015C_
"Where he comesfromfull- blown is something
ofa mystery... each song a brilliantly crafted'
world'in miniature."
- Joizn Ui 'OLP
(1lZON 1-012-5E MU.5IC J VI_L)
'9Keminds me very much ofearly Nan
Morrison... 94hly recommended"
- OLk. 12.00T.5 (UIC.)
''Without a doubt one of
the most interesting voices .
0
coming out ofthe American
fork scene today... not to be
missed'
- LA IZEPUDLICCA (ITALY)

Coffee House
Peabody Lounge
Tuesday, January
24,8PM
FREE
Brought to you by:
The Union Board:

Diversions
A Division ofStudent Affairs
Meetings are 6:30,
Wednesdays in the
Totman Lounge,
Second Floor,
Memorial Union.
)
All are welcome!

cf

was one of the first to research the lives and music
of blues singers. In 1963, he discovered both Rev.
Ishman Bracey and Johnny Temple, both who
went on to make their names in the blues world.
Wardlow was also the first reseacher to find
Robert Johnson's death certificate. He has
published more than 20 articles of research and is
coauthor of the book King ofthe Delta Blues.

and

Greg "Fingers" Taylor
is one ofthe country's premier harmonica
players and, for the last 24 years, a member of
Jimmy Buffett's Coral Reefer Band. He is a
world-class solo performer in addition to being
an erudite scholar who can talk post-war blues
harmonica ad infinitum.

Friday, January 27, 1995 at 8 pm
Hauck Auditorium

1/2 Lecture
+ 1/2 Concert
1 Great Time!!

Tickets at Door
$2 Students $5 Others
Sponsored by:
Guest Lecture Series
Off Campus Board
Student Entertainment Activities
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Carignan
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whom will berunning the board thatnight,Gary
Pierce.
"This show's going to be real creative,"
Pierce said as he began to set up the board.
"They brought their own sound board, but
the rest ofthe equipment is ours. We usually use either all their own or all our own
equipment, but tonight will be hodgepodge."
Pierce predicts it will take him the restofthe
afternoon to hook up the system.
"It's going to be pretty close; we've got a7
o'clock curtain," Pierce said. "I'm probably
going to be here for the better part of the day."
Throughout the day,several of the workers disappear for an hour or so at a time. It is
not because they are trying to sneak in extra
breaks, but because they are students who
must attend classes amid all the rest of the
confusion.
According to Carignan, a large part of the

"We try very hard to be
a team environment. We
only hire nice people.
It's the best student job
on campus.),
MCA crew is made up of University of Maine
students. There are 30 student workers in the
technical crew. Carignan said he chooses his
workersnotbased on theirtheatrical experience

but on their personalities. He said he would
rather have workers who may not know theater
very well but are friendly, than ones who have
a lot ofexperience but are unenthusiastic about
the job. He said skills can be taught, attitudes
cannot.
"Everyone here is ageneralist.Some people
are better atsome things than others," Carignan
said. "We have a training program that is 14
sessionsasemester.Itgives abasic background,
and there is always on-the-job training."
Carignan saidthathaving aclosenessamong
the workers is good forjob performance.
"We try very hard to be a team environment," Carignan said."We only hire nice people. It's the best studentjob on campus."
At 2 p.m. the crew begins focusing the
lights.This meansthelightsare allturned on one
by one and aimed in the proper direction. Savona,who is now in control ofthe lights,sits in the
light booth at the back of the auditorium. Her
voice crackles over a walkie-talkie placed center stage.
Sitting before a large board filled with buttons and knobs,herjob seemsimpossible to the
average person. Savona, however, is accustomed to what she has to do.
"It's notbad atall,"Savonasaid."The major
part of thejob is directing the light through the
rightchannels attherighttime.Youjustbasically push a button and it goes."
It is getting closer to curtain, but Savona
seems confident that they will finish on time.
"We're running on a tight schedule so it's a
little tough,"Savonasaid."We'relucky though.
'Stomp'onlycame with onetruckload ofequipment. We've had people come with three."
Focus is run by Savonafrom the light booth

and some "Stomp" crew members on stage.
Carignan and the others are able to restknowing
they've done everything they can for the time

Although the work is tiring, Carignan said
he considers himself lucky to be able to do it
every day.
"I work with people here that other people
just hear or read about," Carignan said. "I've
played basketball with Branford Marsalis. Jay
Leno and I have traded stories."
At 6 p.m. the "Stomp" performers arrive.
They walk onstage singing and laughing,obviously excited for the performance.
Carignan has slipped into the calm and
quiet of the sound booth where he will spend
most ofthe rest ofthe night. He has turned the
spotlight over to the performers. They seem
oblivious to all the work that has gone into
setting up the show. But Carignan says he
doesn't mind.He gets his gratitude in a different way.
"When I was growing up, my father always told me that I expected too much too
fast," Carignan said. "Here, you go from an
empty stage at eight in the morning, to a full
stage at eight at night, back to an empty stage
at midnight. It's instant gratification. It's a
greatjob."

He has turned the
spotlight over to the
performers. They seem
oblivious to all the work
that has gone into
setting up the show. But
Carignan says he doesn't
mind.
being.
Although he is resting and talking with the
crew about his favorite sitcoms,he does notfor
a momentlose touch with whatis happening on
stage. When one of the walkie-talkies being
used breaks down, Carignan stops discussing
Jerry Seinfeld in mid-sentence to send someone
for a replacement.
It is 5:30 p.m.For over three hours now the
crew has beenfocusing thelights.For morethan
12 hours, the crew has tirelessly prepared the
set,lightsand sound system.Allofthis work has
been putin for a set that will only be used for90
minutes. Carignan said that about 25 to 30
shows perform at the MCA each semester.
Carignan and his crew are there setting up for
each of these shows.

Mondays — 6:30pm
Tuesdays — 3:15 & 6:30pm

FFA Rm. — 6:30pm
3:15pm — Totman Lge., Memorial Union
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MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
1994/95

PERFORMANCE

OF

MAINE

MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS

SEASON

Ballet National du Senegal
Tuesday, January 24 at 7 p.m.
Come feel the spirit of West Africa in
music, song, and dance.

$5 UMaine Student Rush Tickets!
ID (MaineCard) and get
10. Bring your Student
the Box

Office tomorrow.
your tickets at
Box Office hours are Monday through Friday
9 a.m. — 4 p.m. Rush tickets can
MAINE
also be purchased 1 1/2 hours
CENTER
before the performance, as long as
FOR THE
tickets are still available!

ARTS

TOGETHER
N CONCERT

BIG HEAD
TODD &THE
MONS-1*MS
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

UGLY

AMERICANS

Thursday, February 2 at 7:00 p.m. $18/$16
For Tickets Call (207) 581-1755
or 800-MCA-TIXX
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
SPONSORED IN PART BY THE OFF CAMPUS BOARD AND
STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT & ACTIVITIES
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By M. Jon Rinaldi

v

Cyberspace. The information super-highway. The Internet.
Virtual reality. Blah-blah-blah. Call me a retro-grouch if you
will, but I'm sick of it already and I'm just barely on-line. I have
an e-mail address and have surfed the Internet once. Oh boy,
what fun! The only things I remember about the experience was
accessing some movie reviews about Pulp Fiction (which was a great flick). They
didn't really add any new light to what I had already read. I keep hearing about
how we're supposed to be able to access tons of information and we'll become the
most well-informed society to ever exist on the planet. But what you get are
conspiracy crackpots, bored computer hackers, child pornographers and other
assorted perverts. I know there is probably some great stuff out there, but you have
to wade through so much crap to get to it it's just not worth it. Maybe I should talk
to somebody who's really into it and find out where the good stuff is. Nah. Maybe
I'll just read a book (the original information superhighway).
World-famous writer Kurt Vonnegut came to Orono last semester and spoke
about why he doesn't use a computer, instead preferring to handwrite his manuscripts and send them to his typist. There is something about the physical act of
putting pen to paper that goes beyond the words. He said he enjoyed the physical
act of going out and purchasing stamps and envelopes, of waiting in lines and
talking to the people in his community. He said he had a crush on the woman
behind the counter at the post office and enjoyed carrying on imaginary liaisons
with her. His interactions with others added spice to his life. He also told people
not to become too enamored with computers because their purpose is to put some
of us out of a job.
Don't get me wrong,I think computers are great tools for certain things. E-mail
is great for communicating with people over great distances instantaneously.
Computers have made editing and publishing a newspaper a piece of cake.
But, when we start relying on them for our entertainment and, especially,
interaction with other people I think we may be heading down the wrong path. The
media, who reach more and more of us every day, have made us scared to go out of
our houses any more. The world is filled with serial killers, drug dealers and
crazed stalkers. Instead of going out and seeing if it is really this way, we just sit in
our little hovels and stay in our isolated safe little world. We lose touch with the
rest of humanity, connecting only with cold, inanimate objects: keyboard and
monitor. Human contact keeps us in touch with the world. I'm sorry, but conversing on the Internet does not cut it as human contact in my book. So our technology
is able to bring us all "closer together," but is that really the case? If anything, we
seem to become more splintered and fragmented.
We seem to think that no matter what technology brings us, it's good. Our quest
for bigger, faster, more efficient sometimes blinds us to what is actually better.
When the engineers and scientist created the hydrogen bomb they were just trying
to solve problems. They didn't see the bigger picture; that they were creating
weapons of mass destruction. As we speed headlong into the computer age, we
really have no idea of the effect that these changes will have on us. Maybe nothing
will really change, or maybe we just won't notice because were too busy hacking
away making cyber connections with people that we will probably never meet face
to face.
M. Jon Rinaldi is a senior Journalism major.
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Take thisjob andshove it
By Jonathan Hendler
I am writing to simply be open about my decision to leave my job at Stodder Commons.I have
already written to the paper about working there and I have only worked there since September.
I know there are many people that only read the first sentences of articles and editorials. I am
not here to argue or blame or complain. I write because it is all I can do at this point, it is a lot, but
only if people read.
Normally this type of decision made by young people is not a big deal. Almost all of us have
left jobs. Strangely, most of us never really liked our work as young people anyway and the only
thing that ever made sense about it was going through life with other people and earning some
money (high school is like that minus the money). What is different about this, is that I want
everyone to know that I am quitting, and I want everyone to think.
I am leaving for many reasons. I have had many jobs before, never getting more than five
dollars an hour. I recieve minimum wage now, which is $4.25 an hour. I must work a year to get
a ten-cent raise. About twenty percent of students get promoted, but the tasks they must do are
basically the same. Practically speaking, there is too little money, but I do not expect much better
wages elsewhere. I ask if my life worth $4.25 an hour? Is anyone's?
The people that work there for a career make more money than students, as should be
expected. But still, they earn less than they should. I have heard a few sides, and I really don't
know what to do. The campus employee union is strong, but they are not allowed to strike because
they are employed by the state and people depend on them.(Damn right we do!) Without that
ability, it is difficult to make people listen. It is the state legislature that sets the minimum wage
and allocates money to the university. But there are committees within the university that decide
how the money is distributed to pay for labor.
But it isn't really just the money. My job there will always be servile. Inherent in doing other
people's domestic labor is prejudice. I am a good worker and for anyone that would say we leave
jobs like this because we can't hack it, I have nothing to prove. I really wouldn't ask any one to
wash my floor, or cook my food, or mow my lawn unless I was prepared to give them a fair wage.
Life may not be fair, but human beings have a choice.
On a side note to any one that may be living on campus again either for Spring or next Fall;
Colvin Hall, with the leadership of Ben Meiklejon and others is making an attempt to become Co
op again. This means that students help maintain and clean their own dorm and that you do your
own cooking whenever you want. It is a good idea. Since all students are required to purchase a
meal plan, it would only make sense if this meant that purchasing a meal plan didn't have to mean
eating at the expense of some one who is underwaged.
Cafeterias are becoming more efficient, wasting less food and cooking better food, and even
recycling what can be recycled thanks to a combination of students, employees, and managers.
But if efficiency also means that fewer people do more work for less money,efficiency has gone
too far. If we don't have time to be fair, what is it we are doing? Why bother living if it only means
that we either take advantage of people, or be taken advantage of? Fairness is not automatic and
we are not born into the roles we are placed. Did you notice a "I want to flip hamburgers and do
your stupid dishes" sign on my forehead, or yours? I think that is what uniforms are for besides
looking and staying clean.
You might be in a cafeteria right now. What are you thinking about? Do you like the food?
Have you counted how many dishes are on your plate? Did you contemplate how many people it
took to raise, kill, grind, package, drive, deliver and cook that stuff?
Well, we all work. But does this system, which is all over American culture, work well? There
may be more profit in efficiency. At this point I would rather be happy than be profitible for
someone else. So I leave my job to find a better way to live. I still live on campus,and so I will still
be in some ways condoning and perpetuating this system. For that I am sorry.

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus
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THIS IfIODILItid WORLD
THE RESPONSE To GUN VIOLENCE IN THIS COUNTRY IS
OFTEN SURREAL ...SucR AS THE N.R.A-'s INSISTENCE,
EACH TimE A HEAvirf-ARMED LUNATIC GOES ON A
SHOOTING SPREE, THAT GUN CONTROL WOULD N•T
HAVE MADE ANY DIFFERENCE..
•

-

•

-WHY, HE COULD HAVE
JUST AS EASILY KILLED
THOSE PEOPLE WITH
KITCHEN IMPLEMENTS!
OR BY HITTWG THEM ON
THE HEAD WITH ROCKS!

by TOM TOMORROW

oR THE PROPOSAL OF AN OREGON LEGISLATOR
THAT EVERY oREGoNIAN BE. LEGALLY REQuIREL)
-Co oWN A FIREARM- To MAKE THAT STATE -Too
DANGEROUS FOR
HOWDY,MRs. CLARK!
WHAT CAN I GET FOR
YOU TODAY?

WELL,FRED-I NEED A
STICK OF BUTTER.- A Box
OF SUGAR... AND FIFTY
ROUNDS OF AMMO!

Relief is in Sight
To The Editor:

IT JUST WOULD HAVE TAKEN
A LITTLE LoNGE.

—DA EVEN LIAIVET REIYo'S OUTBURST- LAST
YEAR, BLAMING THE EP‘DENNic OF VIOLENCE IN AMERICA 014 TELEVISION BROAOCASTERS._ WARNING
THEM To CLEAN UP THEIR pRoc.,RAMMING OR FACE
GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION-•
ESEAVIS AND Burr-HEAD-- come OUT WJTH
YOUR HANDS UP-OR wE•RE Comm& /AU

...IF ONLY 1141140S WERE AS SIMPLE AS THE ATTORNEY
&EWERAL SEEMS To BELIEVE...NECIC, WE'D BE ABLE TO
ELIPANATE GUNS-AND ALL OF SOCIETY'S OTHER
ILLS-WITH A FEW SIMPLE P:C.C. REGULATIONS...
1

II

Boy, LIFE 1.15.5 SURE
BEEN GREAT SINCE
WE VANQUISHED
CRIME P0VER7Y
A D DISEASE!

JIIIIH

111

AND JUST THINK-ALL WE
HAD TO DO WAS BAR FICTIONAL PORTRAYALS OF
THOSE TOPICS FROM Tv!
11111111111111111llllllllllIIIllllll11111.
I
1111111111
SO T00 WAN/. KATCY1 OZZir AND
FArNER KNOWS BEST.
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• Guest column

Hold the Mc
By Rob McTurkington
First there was Chicken McNuggets,then came the McChicken Sandwich,and now corporate
America's ultimate torsion of the English language, McDonald's latest McWord - McVoid.
Last week I had the need to fill my never-ending hunger for food,folks, and fat,so I made the
mistake of buzzing down to McDonald's. There, stamped across a UMaine hockey ticket, was
the ultimate of horrors in blazing red letters, the word McVoid.
If you don't believe me, saunter into the McDonald's up the street in Old Town and take a
gander. At first I was disgusted, and then I was afraid. The McCraze of McDonald's food pet
names had spread beyond the confines of its little nugget of reality, and is infiltrating the English
vocabulary.(Is nothing sacred!)
I have heard of corporate identities, but slapping an M and a c in front of every word is a bit
ridiculous. Unfortunately the McVocab is here to stay, like Elvis records and that icicy stuff
growing at the back of the toilet.
Imagine ifthe entire English language did switch to the McDonald's way of writing. It would
be universal Armageddon, and Ronald McDonald would be the devil.(Which wouldn't be that
far off considering Willard Scott created old Ronnie in the first place.)
Lets face it, Wendy's has its resident fat man, Dave Thomas, Kentucky Fried Chicken has
Colonel Sanders,but no one has gone farther to infiltrate the psyche ofthe American people then
the big guy himself - Ronald McDonald.
By the way,whatthe hell does a clown in a big yellow suit have to do with hamburgers anyway?
And what in the world is he doing with that goofy bird,Birdie,and those annoying overstuffed pompons with the googly eyes called the Fri-Guys? Sounds sort ofkinky if you ask me.
Since we're on the subject, whatever happened to Mayor McCheese,or the original Hamburglar? They seem to be strangely absent from the new McDonald's. Now,instead of the escaped
convict-style Hamburglar,they have this cheesy looking fool that looks more like a walking doll
then a burglar.
Incidentally, since I am on this McDonald's expose', who is that hamburger cop on the
McDonald's playground with the bars where his teeth would be? If he is a cop, he hasn't done a
very good job stopping the Hamburglar all these years.
Of course there were the corporate fast food failures, like the Burger King Prince and that
weird looking character Jack from Jack in the Box restaurants. Incidentally, Jack is back.(Maybe
they think everyone will forget about that little é-coli bacteria incident a couple of years back.)
Besides, who wants to look at some pithead in a three-piece-suit trying to pitch grizzly bacterialaden hunks of meat?
Let's think about this. All of this advertising is to sell ground hunks of meat with a bun on
either side. It certainly isn't the most original product in the world. I guess they would need all of
this advertising, otherwise they wouldn't sell anything!
I guess I am just confused by the whole fast food image these restaurants are trying to
maintain. Maybe instead of putting so much money into advertising, they could put a little back
into the food for a change. Then I might not want to McPuke whenever I finish eating.
Rob Turkington is a Senior Advertising Major at UMaine.

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of
ideas among members of the university community. To ensure equal access,
letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words. Letters may be sent
to:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A Lord Hall
Orono, ME 04469
The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, taste and libel.

The power of positive expectation and invocation of this timeless, ancient
prophesy can prepare individuals, communities and nations for creative transformation and inheritance of the miraculous New Earth Dream:
Until recently, TIME magazine's thank-you rejection card had long featured
a magnificent painting of two sides of Planet Earth. We are indeed being
watched, nourished and guided by divine eyes. But they are not external eyes
like the conscious eye of the energizing sun; they are the singular eye of eternal
conscience residing in the mental heart of each of us. In its highest frequency,
or vibration, this energy is known as Christ consciousness, or Self-realization
— the inescapable destiny of all evolving consciousness worldwide (indeed,
universal).
This original conscious energy permeates the atmosphere, water and soil, of
course. And in times of great crises it is evoked into public emergence suddenly and miraculously by the psychic and emotional energy of those Earth
inhabitants most directly and immediately affected by the strangulating effects
of Old World BINDs (beliefs, intents, needs and desires). Thus had accelerated
the emergence of angels and other miracles among us.
But it is written that "every eye shall see Him." As our anticipation rapidly
approaches the technical point of critical mass, the global Christ-light energy
will materialize, on all TV channels worldwide, angelic apparitions speaking in
the local languages. Such a creative, inspiring event(shocking to some) will be
accompanied by accelerating vibrational frequencies of human gravitation,
density, body temperature control, and energy conservation — thus altering all
personal and social systems. For our future does not emerge from the past, but
from the timeless, original creative mind. Therefore, all "natural" laws are
subject to a "reality" change, including the laws of karma and reincarnation.
The power of positive expectation and invocation of this timeless ancient
prophesy can prepare individuals, communities and nations for creative transformation and inheritance of the miraculous New Earth Dream printing out
now from the timeless, infinite central psychic computer.
Val Vardamis
Bangor, ME

On The Record...
"We couldn't vote until 1968 and we were not
recognized as being eligible for the services and
protections other Indians receive until 1976. Now
we are being blocked again."
-Gov.John Stevens, Indian Township Passamaquoddy Reservation, on the
Passamaquoddy Indian's lawsuit against the state and Gov. Angus King
for the right to run a casino.

"Specifically, shaped his hand to look like a gun,
with his thumb up and his forefinger extended,
and then mimicked the recoil of a fired gun.
[Hamm's] left arm was extended through the
driver's window as he made the gesture and
mimicked the firing of a gun."
-The complaint against Charles Hamor ofBangor, who allegedly made
threatening gestures at an employee and volunteer at the Mabel
Wadsworth Women's Health Center on Nov. 22, 1994.

"So far, we've won everything we've attempted
and I suspect we'll win this, too."
-Carolyn H.T Cosby, leader ofConcerned Maine Families, on a legal
challenge to her group's referendum question by the Maine Civil Liberties
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By Patric Walker
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

NoW, 1,41T1-1 A ROPE STRETCHED
AcRoSz,T4E DOoRWAsi, I CAN
BLAST \NTO A ROOM AT -TOP
spEED, ANO ThE HooK \N\LL.
GRAB NE ROPE AND STOP ME
BEFORE I CRASH Ovi-- 1T-IE
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WELL ?? DONT JOT SIT
THERE, MAN! GE7 OUT
SOME PATENT
APPLICATIONS!
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by Bill Watterson
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YOU SWEAR??

For Monday, January 23

wow- wHAT A RELORDI

by J.C. Duffy

by J.C. Duffy

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Keep
your wits about you and seize every chance to
impress a partner or associate with your determination to succeed. It may appear to some
that you've set your sights high, but you're
aware that it's within our hopes that we find
opportunities.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Stop burying your head in the sand. It must be obvious
that whoever dissuaded you from embarking
on a project orjourney didn't really have your
best interests at heart. Follow your chosen
route with a completely clear conscience.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20):Think
long and hard before taking loved ones or
business associates to task. Even well-intentioned observations or remarks could be misinterpreted as unfair criticism and may lead to
arguments. It's sometimes easier to cure with
silence what can't be treated with words.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20):You can't
afford to waste time looking over your shoulder at enemies who are more imaginary than
real. You've had every reassurance that an
arrangement contains no unseen hazards or
hidden agenda. Trust and believe what you
hear.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Make the
most of planetary activity to call the shots and
dictate terms. There is no need to criticize
yourself for lost opportunities, but do make
up for it by taking over the reins in all financial or business interests.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Planetary activity should prove decisive for personal issues, especially those relating to a partnership
or special relationship. If you focus on the
main issues and forget the trivial, you could
start out in a new and more profitable direction.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Come to
grips with recent disappointments and refuse
to let anything or anybody undermine your
confidence. You're now in the ideal position
to face up to reality and take positive action,
especially in career matters.
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct.22): Do what you
feel is necessary to fulfill the wishes closest
to your heart. You're now at your most creative and, provided you don't allow yourself
to be distracted, you can bring to fruition that
which once seemed an impossibility.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Lately,
you've been waiting for others to honor their
promises and turning a blind eye to certain
misdemeanors. Now, you must force certain
individuals to mend their ways and pay their
dues, and now or risk a complete split.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Frustrations have led to some kind of showdown and have left you feeling more saddened than angry. This difficult period won't
come to a complete close until you let go of
all the sad memories and look to the future.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 _ Jan. 19): Don't
reopen old wounds. There may be an undercurrent of conflict, but you must employ peacemaking tactics until you know the true state of
your finances and are no longer dependent on
the generosity of partners of business associates.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Hear
one thing and expect the opposite should be
your philosophy at the moment. A breakdown in communications means it's impossible for you to make sense of a confused personal or professional situation until you're
sure that everyone is pulling in the same direction.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Any resistance from associates regarding a development in your working life is uncalled for and
unfair. You need and deserve unconditional
'backing an seem unready and unwilling to
make a move without it.
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By Patric Walker
For Tuesday, January 24
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Finances and joint responsibilities are a bit of a
minefield at the moment, but you must do
everything in your power to find some common ground. One particular attachment still
has a great deal to offer, but it's up to you to
make sure it survives.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): What
came to light recently no doubt confirmed
that you've come to the end of a particular
road and must start looking in a different
direction. Aspects will enable you to break
away and make a fresh start, most likely in a
new setting.
TAURUS(April 20 -May 20):You're not
the sort to suffer in silence and are no doubt
fed up with having to fend off others' complaints. Even so, someone close has a valid
point to make, and it would pay you to soften
your approach to avoid emotional scenes.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): The planets seem to be putting you to the test and you
could use a break. But the tiredness you feel
has more to do with boredom than with working too hard. Once you rediscover your zest
for life, you'll also find your second wind.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Because
Mars has moved into the financial sector of
your solar chart, partners and colleagues seem
determined to get the lion's share of the
spoils, even though it was you who put in
most of the work. You can't afford to give
anyone the benefit of the doubt.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Every once in
a while it's necessary to take stock and get
your life back on track. Planetary activity
over the next few weeks will enable you to
complete what should have been taken care
of towards the end of last year.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Current
setbacks aren't designed to set you on a completely different path. Eventually, you'll be
able to make the kind of impact you've only
dreamed about. First, you must make the
effort to overhaul the working pattern of your
life.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): The real
measure of success isn't whether you have a
problem, but whether it's the same problem
you had before. No matter how far you've
come of how much you've made, if you need
help you must ask for it. You may be surprised by the response.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 -Nov. 21):Instinct
should tell you that this isn't the time to push
too hard when dealing with matters of a family of financial nature. To expect life to be
tailored to our specifications is to invite frustration.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec. 21):You
aim straight for the target and allow nothing
to stand in your way. But, at the moment,
you have so many options that unless you
limit yourself to those which are of real importance, you could miss the mark completely.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Follow your instincts. Planetary activity emphasizes matters of a financial, business or
legal nature, so this isn't the time to be taking chances, either with your own or other
people's money.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Planetary influences promise that some kind of
excellence is within reach. Work combined
with love creates a masterpiece. Do the best
you can with what you have, and eventually
the best will come back to you.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Even
though the Sun is now transiting the most
sensitive and secretive area of your solar
chart, you don't have to adopt a pessimistic
outlook. Happiness is an endowment, not
an acquisition - it depends of temperament
more than environment.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
as Loewe's partner
on Broadway
settings
I Sobbed
28 Source of some 47 Trudge
5 Dangerous
PBS programs 49 Othello's
March date
ancient
29 Six-foot two, for
9 First-class, in
50 1928 work
example
slang
composed by
33 Prying tool
14 Lotion
37-Across with
34 Mother of
ingredient
"The'
Hermes
15 Kind of tide
57 Ache (for)
35
outta
"Get
16 Boisterous
58 Moses' attire
here!"
festivity
59 One corner in
36 Numero
Monopoly
17 Bottle tops
so Coke rival
Rivera,
37 Composer Kurt
18
Calif.
61 Hardly
38 Popular oil
(rarely)
19 Warner —
additive
62 Sicilian spewer
(Charlie Chan of 39 Gabby bird
film)
63 Vaudeville's Ole
41
of Fame
20 1943 musical
64 June honorees
42 Grudge
composed by
65 Sounds of
37-Across
44 Bridge option
reproof
23 Poker opener
45 Light switch
positions
24 "High" time
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I Texas city
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3 John Paul, e.g.
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Puzzle by Joy L Wouk
4 Having a valid
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NOONER
21 It's unique
will
EXTERNAL
TOUTER
5 Feeds the
22 Kind of point
•ARD
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computer
25 Well-padded
OBE
LES
•TEREII
6 Clear the winter
TERA I
26 See 31-Down
SOREL
ESS
windshield
NEA
LAGERS
27 Three English
7 Apiece
WAIT INGFORGO•
rivers
One may be
LAC
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roseate
28 Fights to save a
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ALL
sinking boat
9 Utah city
EN io Caves in
LEA
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30 Bret Harte
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character
the Terrible
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UAT INT
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31 With 26-Down
TURAN• 13 Early auto
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wife of
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To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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Not yet risen
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46 Cake features
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figure

51 Dog command
52 Hip songs
53 Exploding star
54 Gobbles
55 Where to do
figure eights
56 "Oh, woe!"
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75C each minute).

PersonalAstrolcayConsultationsbyrllephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Augusta

• State budget

GOP majority reorganizes legislature

New tone pledged

AUGUSTA,(AP)— Republican Senate
President Jeffrey Butland took a hard line
approach to committee appointments, but it
was met with a measured response by Democratic House Speaker Dan Gwadosky.
Some lawmakers saw partisan friction
on the rise last week. Others played down
the controversy as merely a reflection of
growing pains in a changing institution.
What became even more evident than
before was the scope of change, at least in
personnel at the levers of power, sweeping
through the State House.
All 17 committees, some newly configured, have new Senate chairmen, thanks to
the GOP's return to majority status in that
chamber for the first time since 1982.
On the House side, with Democrats still
in the majority, only three panel leaders
remain in place from the last session: Rep.
Dorothy Rotondi,D-Madison,atInland Fisheries and Wildlife; Rep. Susan Dore, DAuburn, at Taxation; and Rep. William
O'Gara, D-Westbrook, at Transportation.
Fifteen of the 17 panels, which have 13
members each,include two Republican senators and only one Democrat, reflecting
Butland's nearly across-the-board exercise
of majority muscle.
In the case of Business and Economic
Development,Republican Senate Chairman
Philip Harriman of Yarmouth and Demo-

for committee

cratic Sen. Alton Cianchette of Newport
Beyond party, philosophy and even gewere joined by the independent from Bar ography, Gwadosky said he weighed other
Harbor, Sen. Jill Goldthwait. On Marine factors in trying to shape committees to
Resources,Goldthwaitjoined Butland, who represent "diverse" views.
is serving as Senate chairman, and DemoThe Fairfield Democrat said his Educacratic Sen. Rochelle Pingree of North Ha- tion Committee appointments were meant
ven.
in part to ensure that "high receivers" and
In contrast,Gwadosky crafted eight com- "low receivers" will all have input when
mittees with 5-5 splits between Democrats Maine's controversial method of providand Republicans, and nine tilting 6-4 in ing aid to local schools comes up for disfavor of the Democrats.
cussion.
As a result, Democrats nominally conGwadosky acknowledged, too, that his
trol nine committees,Republicans hold sev- refusal to reappoint GOP Rep. Gary Reed of
en and one — Marine Resources — is even- Falmouth to Appropriations — the Demoly split, pending final adjustments.
cratic speaker's only deviation from a list of
But party registration may not tell the Republican recommendations — came in
story. The philosophical bent of the new response to Butland's rejection of DemoAppropriations panel, which was the only cratic Sen. Michael Michaud of East Millicommittee fully fleshed out and formally nocket for the same committee.
announced by week's end,appears decidedGwadosky said linking Reed's status
ly more conservative than a simple reading with Michaud's in the end could help the
of its 7-6 Democratic edge would suggest. frequently contentious Appropriations ComIn announcing House chairmen a week mittee "start fresh."
after Butland had filled top Senate slots,
That failed to mollify Republican House
Gwadosky gave a hint of the balancing he leaders, who criticized the speaker for not
had sought to accomplish.
letting them fill a key Appropriations post
"I was interested in selecting people themselves and minimized the impact of his
who have both a keen interest in the range of 5-5 nods toward the "proportional repreissues before their respective committee and sentation" they sought in a House split 77the necessary experience within the legisla- 74.
tive process to conduct fair, effective and
Assistant House Minority Leader Joinformative hearings," he said.
seph Carleton,R-Wells,focused on the panels where Gwadosky chose to seat an extra
Democrat and complained,"he saved most
ofthe important committees for himself,for
his party."
Gwadosky said Friday night he still needed to do some reshuffling, affecting perhaps
only a couple of House Democrats, before
releasing a final roster of rank-and-file assignments.
Thursday January 19
Lown Rooms,Union
But already, he said he and other veteran lawmakers serving their final years unThursday February 2
Lown Rooms, Union
der new term limits were looking to the
Thursday February 16
Lown Rooms
future.
"I've asked my term-limited chairs to
Thursday March 2
Lown Rooms
consider stepping down in the second sesThursday March 23
Lown Rooms
sion," Gwadosky said, adding that such
movement next year would help less experiThursday April 6
Lown Rooms
enced legislators prepare "to advance into a
Thursday April 20
Lown Rooms
leadership position two years down the road."
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Thursday May 4
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Sex matters?
You bet it does_

All Meetings begin at Noon

Read about it
every Friday.

The AGS Executive Committee:

The Maine Campus
Lanaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

Andrea Hawkes, President

AUGUSTA,(AP)— Theleadership ofthe
Legislature's new Appropriations Committee
promised to bring a skeptical attitude and
regimented work ethic to budget deliberations.
As proof of their share commitment,Senate Chairman Dana Hanley and House Chairman George Kerr urged colleagues to move
quickly and decisively on Gov. Angus King's
$2.7 million emergency budget request.
Kerr, the Democratic state representative
from Old Orchard Beach, told panelists on
Friday that the longer the package lingers in
committee,"the larger it's going to grow."
Hanley, the Republican senator from
South Paris who vowed to set a new tone for
the committee, nodded approvingly and said
final action could be taken as soon as Tuesday.
All but Kerr and one other House Democrat are new to the 13-member budget committee and the newcomers gottheir firstlook at
one longstanding controversy last week.
Advocates for the Maine health program
called on lawmakers to find money to extend
the subsidized insurance program forthe needy
beyond its scheduled expiration at the conclusion of the first quarter of this year.
King offered no extension in his supplemental budget.
Even while plotting expeditious treatment
ofKing's package,numerouscommittee members raised questions about elements of it
during the hearings on Thursday and Friday.
Issuing countless requests for more information, panelists indicated they would scrutinize revenue adjustments and transfers in the
proposal to determine how they square with
King's oft-repeated pledge to forgo both new
taxes and "gimmicks" to balance spending
with available funds.
Watching over their shoulders were three
veterans from the recurrent budget battles of
the recent past: Democratic Sen. Michael
Michaud of East Millinocket and Republican
Rep. Gary Reed of Falmouth, both of whom
lost bids to gain reappointment to the panel,
and former Republican Rep. Judith Foss of
Yarmouth,now chief aide to Senate President
Jeffrey Butland.
Assessing the opening sessions ofthecommittee, state Auditor Rodney Scribner appeared to speak of both the attempted move
away from budget "gimmicks" and the effort
to establish a new "tone" when he predicted
that "there will have to be a period of adjustment."
"Theroad outofthe woods," said Scribner,
"is just as long as the road into the woods."

Robert Dickson, Vice-President
Ruth Vidotti, Secretary
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CANCUN from $399!

Rajan Iyer, Grants

CLAIM THE POWER
THAT IS YOURS!

One Week Party Package Includes:
Other Locations:
• Round trip airfare • Hotel taxes
• Jamaica
• 7 nights hotel
• Exclusive orientation • South Padre Island
• Airport transfers • Staff on location
• Nassau

$20
DISCOUNT
LIMITED SPACE!

• Good towards purchase of a spring
break trip with valid student ID

800-4SUN BOUND
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Sponsored By:
• Mexico Magico
• Tequila Rock
• La Boom
• Fat Tuesdays
• Tequila Rock
• Christine's

800-478-6268
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• Abortion

Pro-life, pro-choice activists stage dueling Au
AUGUSTA,(AP)— Anti-abortion protesters and abortion rights activists held
dueling rallies to cap a tension-filled week
on the 22nd anniversary of the Roe vs.
Wade ruling.
Several hundred participants in the Maine
Right to Life Committee's annual Hands
Around the Capitol demonstration shouted
in unison: "Tell the truth. Tell the truth."
In Portland, about 150 demonstrators,
including Gov. Angus King's wife, Mary
Herman, gathered for what was billed as a
candlelight vigil to honor victims of shoot-

ings at abortion clinics.
"I have a right to choose. And they're
telling me which way to choose," said
Sandra Holland, a demonstrator at Portland's Monument Square. "...I'm not sure
there is any common ground."
The rallies ended a week that started
with the state's Roman Catholic leader
calling for a moratorium on protests and
concluded with a rock-throwing incident
and the first intervention by the state involving a threat of violence at the clinic.
At the Augusta rally, a spokesman for

• The Blaine House

King must share
bathroom with troopers
BRUNSWICK,(AP)—Being the state's
chief executive means getting used to hightech alarm systems, round-the-clock phone
calls and state troopers sleeping in your
home.
Gov. Angus King admits he's still getting used to it. He sneezed in his bedroom
last week and set off an ear-piercing alarm.
"Thisis crazy," exclaimed his wife,Mary
Herman,jumping up to set off another false
alarm last week. "It just keeps doing this."
King and Herman resolved to stay in
their home of 11 years rather than move to
the Blaine House, the Augusta mansion
where every Maine governor since 1919 has
lived. They paid for the alarm themselves.
King believes the added state costs for his
Brunswick-to-Augusta commute will be balanced by the savings on his frequent trips to
work in Portland. Brunswick is between the
two cities.
He also said the half-hour ride to Augusta will give him time to catch up on correspondence, through his laptop computer.
State troopers are required to drive him
wherever he goes.
Staying at home meant changes for Herman and King. They stopped renting the
firstfloor apartment in their three-story home
and remodeled a portion into an efficiency
apartmentfor a state trooper who stays in the
home.
The trooper on duty shares the first-floor
bathroom with the family.
"We haven't had any embarrassing latenight encounters," Herman said. "But the
troopers have really become like part of the
family. They've seen me in my bathrobe.

I've seen them in their sweats."
Herman said the troopers all have children of their own and are developing a
rapport with their adopted 4-year-old son
Benjamin, the reason they decided to remain in their Brunswick home.
A line from a conversation Benjamin
had with his baby-sitter has given Herman
an idea to write a children's book, called
"The Trooper in My Kitchen," a child's
perspective of what it's like to have a father
who's the governor.
King, a millionaire, said he is covering
the costs of his decision to stay at home,
including the new alarm system and a remodeling job to make space for a state
trooper who will live in the home when King
is there. King estimated the price at $5,000
to $10,000.
Despite the costs and complications,King
and Herman are enjoying their new lifestyle.
King said he was determined to continue
his regular routine ofshopping around town.
"A danger in politics is getting isolated.
That's what happens when people are always
buying your milk and doing your errands and
you don't know what it's like to find a parking place."
As King, Herman, and Benjamin try to
settle into their new routine, it will probably
undergo a serious change in February. That
is when the 17-month-old daughter they are
adopting from an orphanage in India will
arrive.
"I'm really excited about it," said King,
who has three grown sons from a previous
marriage. "I've only done boys."

WORKSHOP
Taking Better Photos
Taking better photos is no accident. You take better
pictures through practice and having fun. In the process you will
learn how to hold the camera, composition, light source and
shading, etc. You will also learn how to develop your own film and
other darkroom techniques. Again, you will learn by doing.
This hands-on workshop will be taught by Ron Gottier,
student and photographer extraordinaire. Ron is Darkroom
Supervisor at the Memorial Union.
The course will start the week of January 23rd and
continue for 9 weeks. Cost is $25.00 plus a $10.00 lab fee.
Sign-up will be in January.

Roman Catholic Bishop Joseph Gerry was
interrupted by a heckler who rejected Gerry's request for a moratorium on demonstrations at abortion clinics as a "cop-out."
But the complaint was an isolated one,
and diocesan spokesman Marc Mutty assured the audience that the prelate's call for
dialogue was aimed at promoting discussion about alternatives to abortion.
"We are against all violence," Mutty
said. "Violence in the clinic and violence
outside the clinic."
The church's unaltered position is that
abortion is a taking of innocent life, said
Mutty, adding, "on this there is no middle
ground."
Gerry was scheduled to meet Monday
with Gov. Angus King, an advocate of
abortion rights.
Sponsoring its ninth annual State House
rally to mark the anniversary of the Roe vs.
Wade decision legalizing abortion, the

ta allies

Maine Right to Life Committee was gearing up to support state legislation to ensure
a parent's right to notification before a
minor daughter's abortion.
The group was also backing a measure it
says will "insure a woman's right to information and alternatives 24 hours before her
abortion."
Greeting members of a crowd variously
estimated at between 300 and 800,Executive Director Chris Coughlan of the rightto-life group announced that, "we gather
today peacefully, we gather prayerfully,
we gather solemnly."
Citing congressional gains by anti-abortion forces and the formation of new antiabortion chapters around the state,Coughlan
added: "And we gather with a sense of
excitement."
Among other groups lending support
for the rally was the Christian Civic League
of Maine.
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The Sisters of
Alpha Omicron Pi

Invite You To
Spring Rush!
Tues. 1/24
Wed. 1/25
Thurs. 1/26
Tues. 1/31
Wed. 2/1
Thurs. 2/2

7pm
6pm
6:30pm
8pm
6pm
7pm

Come meet the sisters
Mocktails
Chocolate Lovers Night
Paint the Town Red
Rock-n-Roll Bash
Plaid Party

Our house is located at
380 College Ave.
Call 866-0171 for rides or info.
Come see what we're about!
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• Study

• Obituary

Fatherhood 'in absentia'
a national phenomeon

Kennedy matriach dies at 104

WASHINGTON (AP) — Preschoolers
worldwide spend on average less than one
waking hour a day alone with their fathers,
according to an 11-nation study that suggests
the feminist ideal of men sharing equally in
child-rearing is still mostly "a lot of talk."
The mother remains the primary adult in a
preschooler's life even when she works outside
the home and the child is in day care, said the
report by the International Association for the
Evaluation ofEducational Achievement,a private research organization.
In their survey ofthe routines of4-year-old
children in the United States and 10 other
countries,researchersfound young children are
rarely in the sole care oftheir fathers regardless
of the culture.
In Hong Kong, for example, the average
waking time spent alone with the father is six
minutes a day;in Belgium,30 minutes; and the
United States,42 minutes.
American mothers — about half of whom
hold outside jobs — spend nearly 11 waking
hours as sole supervisors of their preschoolers
each day,the report said. German and Nigerian
moms average 10 hours per day, while Belgian
mothers, with a daily average of5.2 hours, are
at the bottom of the list.
"It certainly indicates that the rhetoric of
equality and the male talcing his share of the
responsibility for child-rearing is alotoftalk but
certainly not a lot of action," said David P.
Weilcart,presidentofthe Michigan-based HighScope Educational Research Foundation and
an editor of the study.
And most fathers can hardly claim their
poorsolo performance is mitigated by the hours
their children spend with both parents together.
Factor in Dad's time when Mom is also

around, and the average ranges from just 54
minutes in the United States to just over three
hours in Thailand.
A second phase of the study, where researchers observe children in the classroom,
will analyze what effect the father's limited
presence has on a child's educational development, Weikart said.
But U.S. educators say they already know
the effect is bad.
"More kids than I ever would have expected come to me crying because they haven'tseen
their fathers for weeks," said Patricia Fitzsimmons,a counselor at Spring Hill Elementary in
the Washington suburb of McLean, Va.
And accordingto sociologistsSara McLanahan and Gary Sandefur, those are the children
more likely to fail.
In "Growing Up With a Single Parent:
What Hurts, What Helps," McLanahan and
Sandefur write that children who have lived
apart from one parent during some period of
childhood are twice as likely to drop out ofhigh
school.
When Mom worksand Dad does mostofhis
parenting "in absentia," child-rearing is largely left to paid care-givers.
In China and Thailand,the average 4-yearold spends morethan 55 hours per week insome
sort of organized day care program. American
and German children, respectively averaging
27.8 and 24.5 hours per week, spend the least
amount of time in day care.
The association, a private organization of
research institutions in more than 60countries,
launched the project in 1987 and surveyed
Belgium,China,Finland,Germany,Hong Kong,
Italy,Nigeria,Portugal,Spain,Thailand and the
United States.

There are big bucks
for college in the
Montgomery GI Bill
Paying for college has never been easy; but you can
make it a lot easier.
Join the Maine Army National Guard and see a world
of benefits. You'll be eligible for up to $6,840 in
education assistance with the Montgomery GI Bill. Plus
a minimum salary of$ 15,000 over the course of a sixyear enlistment. All for about two days a month - and
two weeks a year!
Maine
You'll discover many other
benefits too...Like new
EtrZa
experience
and
of
dimensions
training. And you'll be there
IATIONAL
when people in your community
need your help most. That gives
Americans At Their Best
you a good feeling along with
four years of college assistance!

GUARD

Find out how the Montgomery GI Bill can
change your life...call
1-800-462-3101

HYANNIS PORT,Mass.(AP)— Rose
Fitzgerald Kennedy, matriarch of the
Kennedy clan, whose faith and quiet
strength saw one of America's most prominent families through three generations
of political triumphs and personal tragedies, died Sunday. She was 104.
Mrs. Kennedy had used a wheelchair
since suffering a stroke in April 1984.
Mrs. Kennedy lived her life in the
public eye, always in a supporting role:
daughter of a congressman, wife of an
ambassador, mother of a president and
two U.S. senators. For her, family was
all.
She once described her life as a series
of "agonies and ecstasies." The exhilaration of political success and the horror
of violent death ran like twin threads
through her long life.
Four of her nine children were killed
in their prime — two in plane crashes,
and two by assassins' bullets. One daughter was retarded and a grandson died of a
drug overdose.
She was a devout Roman Catholic,
and her church helped her bear her sorrows. After President John F. Kennedy's
assassination in 1963, she said, "I've
learned to be brave and put my faith in the
will of God."
"No matter what, God wants us to be
happy. He doesn't want us to be sad.
Birds sing after a storm. Why shouldn't
we?" she said in a 1983 interview.
Mrs. Kennedy knew kings, queens,
presidents and popes. She spent her summers on Cape Cod and her winters in
Palm Beach,Fla. She was a tireless worker
for her sons' election campaigns in her
middle years and continued to make public appearances until late in life — maintaining her erect bearing and careful
grooming.
But she was rarely seen in public after
April 1984, when she suffered a stroke.
At celebrations marking her 100th
birthday, her only surviving son, U.S.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, told a crowd
of nearly 400 people, "In the chaos of
our household, she was the quiet at the

center of the storm, the anchor of our
family, the safe harbor to which we always came."
In her autobiography, "Times to Remember," she said: "What greater aspiration and challenge are there for a mother than the hope of raising a great son or
daughter?" She called child rearing a
"profession that was fully as interesting
and challenging as any honorable profession."
Mrs. Kennedy was born in Boston
July 22, 1890, and tasted politics early,
parading through the streets with her father, John F. "Honey Fitz" Fitzgerald, a
congressman, Boston mayor and Democratic power.
Her wedding to Joseph P. Kennedy in
1914 was front-page news in Boston.
Kennedy was a dynamo who amassed
a fortune in banking, real estate, liquor,
films and Wall Street — holdings that
grew to an estimated $500 million by the
1980s. He held several federal jobs, including U.S. ambassador to Britain, but
prompted controversy because of his
wealth and isolationist views.
Years later, books about the family
included reports Joseph was unfaithful to
his wife, notably with actress Gloria
Swanson. There were also allegations
that the parents' relationships with their
children were distant or worse.
But the senator and three of his sisters, in a 1992 opinion piece in The New
York Times, said criticism of their parents in the book "J.F.K.: Reckless
Youth" were "outrageous falsehoods."
"It is preposterous to call any of us
'abused' children."
Joseph Kennedy suffered a stroke in
1961 that left him an invalid. Two years
later, John was assassinated in Dallas. In
1968, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, who was
attorney general under his brother, was
gunned down after winning the Democratic presidential primary in California.
And in 1969, a car driven by Sen. Edward
Kennedy ran off a bridge and a young
aide, Mary Jo Kopechne, died. Later that
year, Joe Sr. died.
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• Investigation

Report: Shabazz calls to alleged hit man nuisance to roommates
MINNEAPOLIS(AP)— Qubilah Shabazz made a nuisance of herself by calling
ex-roommates of the man with whom she
is accused of plotting to kill Louis Farrakhan, the Star Tribune reported today.
The calls from Malcolm X's daughter
came as frequently as twice a week beginning in September, a month after Michael
Fitzpatrick was kicked out of the apartment he shared with others, the paper said.
"I think the last time she called was
actually a week ago Sunday," said Matt
Forsti, a former roommate. "She wanted
to know, 'Have you heard anything; do
you know where he can be reached?"'
Shabazz, 34, is scheduled to appear
Wednesday in federal court in St. Paul. A
nine-count indictment unsealed Thursday

accuses her of conspiring to kill Farrakhan, the leader of the Nation of Islam. If
convicted, she faces up to 90 years in
prison and $2.25 million in fines.
Prosecutors have said Shabazz moved
to the Twin Cities in September and made
a partial payment to a would-be hit man
who will testify against her.
While prosecutors won't disclose his
name,he is widely reported to be Michael
Fitzpatrick, a childhood friend of Shabazz
who took the name Michael Kevin Summers after entering a federal witness protection program several years ago. Forsti
told the newspaper that Fitzpatrick used
both his real name and the name Summers.
Forsti said calls were forwarded when

the roommates moved from their apartment here to the suburb of St. Louis Park,
and they continued hearing from Shabazz.
A man who identified himself as Kevin,
another former roommate, said he took
more than two dozen of Shabazz's calls.
When she was 4, Shabazz watched as
her father was gunned down before a crowd
of spectators in New York City in 1965. A
year later, three Muslims were convicted
of the murder.
Farrakhan was a follower of Malcolm
X, but later became a rival in the struggle
to head the Nation of Islam. Malcolm's
widow, Betty Shabazz, has said she believes Farrakhan was involved in his murder. Farrakhan has denied that.
Forsti told the Star Tribune that he and

his roommates were led to believe that
Fitzpatrick had encouraged Shabazz to
move from New York City to Minneapolis. Fitzpatrick, who was ordered out because of friction between him and his
roommates, told them he had dated Shabazz for a short time, Forsti said.
Forsti told the paper that a number Shabazz left was traced back to her Minneapolis home, which has an unlisted number.
A woman who described herself only
as a friend of Shabazz from their church
answered the newspaper's call and acknowledged that she was talking from
Shabazz's home.
"Her friends are protecting her privacy
at the moment," the woman said. "She's
doing pretty well under the circumstances."

• The President

Commission commends Clinton's civil rights record; warns of setbacks
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Clinton's civil rights record won praise
today from a private commission that also
pressed him to protect his victories against
an anticipated round of conservative attacks.
The Citizens' Commission on Civil
Rights found a number of civil rights successes during the Clinton administration's
first two years, in fighting housing discrimination, opening minorities' access
to education and employment, and expanding voting rights.

"For the first time in more than a decade, people who encounter bigotry have
reason to believe that government will be
their ally, not their foe," the commission
said in a lengthy report.
But those successes were tempered,
the panel said, by Clinton's delays in making key civil rights appointments, his lack
of a clear civil rights agenda and his failure to confront tensions over immigration,
both legal and illegal.
Legislation and court cases on affirmative action pose new threats to civil rights,

as do promises by the new Republicancontrolled Congress to cut funding for
social programs, the commission said.
"It is by no means certain that there
remains a cadre of Republicans in the new
congressional leadership that is committed to continued progress in extending
equality of opportunity," the commission
said.
Looming on the horizon, the commission said, is resistance to implementing
the law allowing voter registration at motor
vehicle and other public offices, and roil-

ing anti-immigrant sentiment, illustrated
by California's Proposition 187. That measure would deny public education and
other services to illegal immigrants.
While Proposition 187 is being challenged in court, the idea behind it is catching on in other states anxious to rein in the
rising cost of public services. But the Clinton administration, the commission noted,
has yet to intervene — even though it could
argue that a 1982 Supreme Court decision
declared it unconstitutional to deny public
education to children ofillegal immigrants.

Only $1,325. Or about$25. a month

Macintosh° Performa°
6364/250,Apple Color Plus 14'Display,
AppleDesigri"Keyboard and mouse.

Only $1,771. Or about$33. a month

Before you make a single payment,you'll
have read a zillion pages for4 different
classes, another Super Bowl will have
passed with commercials better
than the game and you'll be making
your quarterly visitto the Laundromat.

Power Macintosh'
6100/60 8/160, Macintosh Color Display,
AppleDesign" Keyboard and mouse.

Only $2,225. Or about$42. a month

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.'
We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh;we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need — time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
,
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
AppleII
power every student needs. The power to be your best°

Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
Hurry in today and shop before the holidays!.

Power Macintosh'
7100/668/250, Macintosh' Color Display
AppleDesign- Keyboard and mouse.

Deferred Apple Computer Loan offer evires February 171995. No payment ofinterest orprincipal will be required
for 90 days.(Some resellers may require a depose to hold merchandise while loan is being approved)Interest
accruing during this90-day period will be added to principal, and theprincipal amount, as so increased. will
thereafter bear interest which will be included in the repayment schedule. 'Monthlypayment is an estimate based on the
following information. For the Performa* 636system shown here, a purchaseprice of$1,40450, which includes 6%
sales lax; including loanfees, the total loan amount is $148624, which results in a monthly payinent obligation of
$25. For the Power Macintosh 6100/60 system shown here, a purrhaseprice of$1,87726, which includes 6%
sales tax; including loanfees, the total loan amount is $1,986.52, which results in a monthlypayment obligation of$33.
For the Power Macintosh' 7100/66 system shown here, a purchaseprice of$235850,
which includes 6% sales tar; including loanfees, the total loan amount is $2,495.77 which results in a month4,payment obligation of$42.
Computer system prices, loan amounts and sales taxes may vary. See your authorizedApple Campus Reseller or
representativefor currentsystem prices, loan and tar amounts. Loans arefor a minimum of$1,000 to a maximum of
$10,000. You may take out more than one loan, but the total ofall loans cannot exceed $10,000 annually. A 55% loan
originationfee will be added to the requested loan amount. The interest rate is variable, based on the
commercialpaper rateplus 535%. For the month ofNovember 1994, the interest rate was 10.85% with an Annual Percentage Rate of12.10%.
8-year loan term with no prepaymentpenally. The monthly payment and the Annual
Percentage Rate shown assume the90-day deferment ofprincipal and interest described above and no other deferment ofprincipal or
interest. Students may defer principalpayments up 1o4 years, or until graduation. Deferment will
change your monthly payments. The Apple Computer Loan is subject to credit approval. Apple Computer Loan and90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan offers available only to qualiffing students,faculo;and staff Offers available
onlyfrom Apple or an authorizedApple Campus Reseller or representative ©1994Apple Computer, inc. All rights reserved
Apple the Apple logo, Macintosh,Peforma and "Thepower to beyrur best"are registered trademarks ofApple
Computer, Inc. ittpleDeslgn and Power Macintosh are trademarks ofitbpk Computer,Inc.
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• International relations

• Axe-dodging

Public TV poll latest weapon
Officials portray foreign
aid as domestic job booster in effort to keep federal funds
WASHINGTON (AP) — Agency for
International Development Administrator
Brian Atwood, in a stern defense of his embattled agency, today accused its critics of
being shortsighted and morally inconsistent.
Atwood said those who want to abolish or
scale down U.S. foreign assistance fail to
consider the need to address growing threats
of disease, poverty and food production that
foreshadow greater migration and instability
in poor countries.
"If some on the Hill have their way and
we lose that capability now, make no mistake, we will have to reinvent it later," Atwood said in a speech to an annual conference of people who support and work on
development assistance worldwide.
In a jab at conservative politicians who
call for sweeping foreign aid cuts,he also said
it was "remarkable that some who advocate
a return to traditional standards in America
can simultaneously argue for moral indifference in international conduct."
Atwood said the domestic benefit from
the $13.7 billion the government spends on
foreign aid far outweighs the financial investment and saves money in the long run.
"I want people to see the cost benefits of
crisis prevention. I want them to see the jobs
created by developing new markets. I want
them to see the ways we are helping them
avoid the new threats ofdisease and pollution
of our air and water," he said.

Atwood was speaking at the annual International Development Conference, where
hundreds of delegates from around the world
are anxiously mulling life under the new
Republican-majority Congress.
Conference participants plan a trip to
Capitol Hill on Wednesday to make their
case for foreign aid as some members of
Congress signal a rough road ahead for traditional aid programs.
Barber Conable, former president of the
World Bank and a former Republican congressman, said Monday that if the United
States reduces its contributions to international lending bodies other donor nations will
follow, and U.S. companies will be hurt.
Last year the United States contributed
$1.9 billion to the international banks, which
then purchased some $2.7 billion worth of
U.S. goods and services, according to U.S.
Treasury figures. The banks' loans led to
economic growth that produced an estimated
$5 billion in U.S. exports, administration
officials say.
AID says a requirement that nearly all
foreign aid be spent on U.S. procurement led
to the purchase of more than $10 billion in
U.S. goods and services last year, creating
some 200,000 U.S.jobs.
"We are being challenged by those who
naively believe that trade can substitute for
development, when, in fact, trade is dependent upon development," Atwood said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — As part of a
lobbying campaign to protect millions of
dollars in federal funding, public TV stations released a poll today that found most
Americans favor continued taxpayer support for public television.
The poll said 49 percent of those interviewed supported a funding increase, 35
percent would like to maintain funding at
current levels, and 13 percent favored reduced funding or no funds at all. Three
percent had no opinion.
The telephone poll of 1,005 people was
conducted Jan.5-8 by Princeton, N.J.-based
Opinion Research Corp. for the Public
Broadcasting Service. The survey, which
did not cover public radio, had a margin of
error of plus or minus 3 percentage points.
A public TV critic attacked the poll for
giving respondents only three choices on the
question ofPBS funding: more,the same or
less.
"If it was a choice between cutting PBS
and food stamps would people be saying the
same thing?" said Laurence Jarvik, director
of the Center for the Study of Popular Culture. The center is a private group that has
supported federal cuts, saying the public
broadcasting community suffers from waste,
elitism and mismanagement.
Republican leaders in Congress,including House Speaker Newt Gingrich of Georgia,have called for eliminating federal fund-

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective.
Sign up now for MIS 101, Intro to the US Army,
or MIS 202, orienteering today!
Call 581-1125 for more information.

Register now without unligation.

ing for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
CPB receives more than $200 million
each year in federal funds. It doles those
funds out to individual stations and groups
including PBS, a distributor of programming, and National Public Radio.
Of public broadcasting's total income of
$1.79 billion in 1993,the last year for which
figures are available, 14.2 percent came
from CPB.
PBS spokeswoman Karen Doyne said
the poll results will be provided to lawmakers on Capitol Hill. She said PBS commissioned the poll to get additional lobbying
ammunition.
"We thought it would be useful at a time
when public TV is at the center of a funding
controversy," she said.
Last week dozens of public TV and radio
station executives were in Washington pressing lawmakers to protect CPB funding.

• Food

M&M hue
up to you
NEWARK, N.J.(AP) — Just in case
some M&Ms melt in your hand, not in
your mouth, the manufacturer at least
wants you to like the color.
M&M-Mars is asking fans of the candy-coated chocolate pieces to select the
newest hue for the mix. Don't get too
wild,though — the choices for Color No.
7 are blue, purple and pink.
Candy-lovers also may vote to leave
the mix as it is: brown, yellow, orange,
red, green and tan.
M&M-Mars is considering a seventh
color so its candy reflects new color preferences of the 1990s, said Pat D'Amato,
spokeswoman for Hackettstown-based
M&M Mars.
M&M's,introduced in 1940,are made
in different-hued mixes four times a year:
Christmas, Valentine's Day, Halloween
and Easter.
The traditional mix has remained unchanged since 1949 — except for the
decade-long absence of the red piece.
Red was removed over a scare about food
dye and restored in 1987.
Ballots to vote on the new color are
available at most stores that sell candy.
The results will be announced April 18.
If voters go for a change the new M&M's
should be in stores by September,
D'Amato said.
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SportsPage

• Bruins win opener behind Neely's hat trick
• Men's hoop team gets big win
• Hockey team still tops in Hockey East

• Men's hoop

am sports Black Bears gain 1st NAG win
Toronto cannot use
replacements
NEW YORK (AP) — The Canadian
government said it will not allow nonCanadians into the country to play as
replacement players.
The Toronto Blue Jays are barred by
Ontario provinciallaw from using replacement players at the SkyDome. Quebec
law doesn't affect the Montreal Expos
because the Major League Baseball Players Association isn't certified in that province.
The Expos said they weren't sure how
the immigration law would affect them.
Also, AL president Gene Budig said he
was prepared to use his powers to force the
Baltimore Orioles to play over owner Peter Angelos' objections. The league maintains that if the Orioles refuse to play, it
can fine the team $250,000for each missed
game,suspend Angelos or even take control of the franchise.

Hrudey signs deal with
Kings
INGLEWOOD,Calif.(AP)— Goaltender Kelly Hrudey has agreed to terms
on a two-year contract with the Los Angeles Kings, the team announced. No terms
were disclosed.
Hrudey, 34, has led the Kings in wins
and games played in each of his five full
seasons with the team.

Pro Bowl replacements
named
MIAMI (AP) — San Francisco 49ers
running back Ricky Watters was one offive
players selected as replacements for injured
nominees to the Pro Bowl on Feb. 5.
Watters will replace Emmitt Smith of
Dallas, who has a leg injury. Also added to
the NFC team was New Orleans Saints
defensive end Wayne Martin. Added to
the AFC team were: Pittsburgh Steelers
tight end Eric Green; Cleveland Browns
defensive end Rob Burnett; and Los Angeles Raiders quarterback Jeff Hostetler.

George Foreman to fight
on April 22

By Kevin Simpson

Sports Writer
Despite dropping their last three games
and being without Chris Collins and Terry
Hunt,the men's basketball team engineered
a solid 81-74 win over the Hartford Hawks
on Saturday afternoon at the Alfond Arena.
Maine improved its NAC record to 1-4
in a game that Coach Rudy Keeling said,
"we felt we had to win."
The players seemed to reflect Keeling's
sentiment, as five of them reached doubledigit scoring. Ken Barnes and Casey Arena
paced the Bears with 20 and 17 points respectively, while Ramone Jones (13), Matt
Moore(11),and Greg Logan(10)contributed to the balanced offense.
Seniorcaptain Kenny Barnes was pleased
with the win.
"(The win)helps a whole lot, especially
for the younger guys," Barnes said. "They
realize that we can get those close games,let
coach do his coaching,and we have a chance
to win."
Barnes also admitted that he too had
been getting down,especially after the tough
87-82 loss to Vermont on Thursday.
The Bears overall play was what pleased
Coached Keeling, who said, "When it got
down to crunch time, we made plays. That
was something we didn't do on Thursday."
The Alfond spectators and TV audience
witnessed a marked improvement in one of
the Bears sore spots — the foul line. Maine
went 18-24 (75 percent) from the charity
stripe. Prior to this game Maine was hanging around at a dismal 59 percent.
Outside the three-point arch Maine converted an impressive 50 percent, with help
from Brett Soucy who nailed both of his
attempts, and Arena who hit two of three.
Greg Logan continued to be a healthy
contributor off the bench, hauling down 11
rebounds and adding a physical defensive
presence.
Logan's effect on the team may be better
reflected by the impact he has on his teammates. Ken Barnes said,"It's great having
somebody else to get inside, banging with

Seikaly and Miner both
out
OAKLAND, Calif.(AP) — Golden
State Warriors center Rony Seikaly will
spend the next two weeks with his right
ankle in a cast.
Seikaly is suffering from tendinitis,
according to orthopedic specialist Dr.
Roger Mann. Miami Heat guard Harold
Miner was diagnosed with a developing
stress reaction in his right foot and is out
indefinitely.

Outside he's a good shooter, but that's only
one of the things he does."
Hartford head coach Paul Brazeau said,
"I didn't think our shot selection was as good
as it has been." Brazeau also credited Greg
Logan's big presence and Kenny Barnes'
solid play with Maine's success.
Men's Hoop Notes: Maine will host BU
on Thursday and Northeastern on Saturday
See MEN'S HOOP on page 22

Maine's Greg Logan powers up a shot against Vermont. The Black Bears lost
87-82 to the Catamounts Thursday night. See story on page 22.(Lachowski
photo.)

• Hockey

,
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Allison backstops Maine to win and
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"We played well enough to win and we
Sports Editor
really had the better ofchances by far(to score)
It was a weekend of ups and downs for the when the game was tied," said Walsh. "In the
University of Maine hockey team. Shawn third period we just didn't capitalize."
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an
neutralzoneand collapsing in the
ensuing shootout 3-2 to gain
defensive
zone," said UMaine senior defensethe standings.
capitaldidn't
man
Jacque Rodrique."Some ofthe things that
Walsh said his team simply
folwe
opportunities
usually do weren't working for us."
ize on some golden scoring

By Larry Rogers Jr.

LAS VEGAS(AP) — Heavyweight
champion George Foreman, 46, biding
his time waiting for Mike Tyson and a
$10 million payday, will fight unranked
and little-known Axel Schulz of Germany on April 22 at the MGM Grand hotelcasino.-

their players, giving me a lot more room to
get rebounds."
On the other side ofthe court,Hartford's
offensive threat and statistical leader, Mike
Bond,managed to score 18 points,but Coach
Keeling felt his squad was effective in keeping Bond's game on the outside.
"Bond is a force when he is inside,"
Keeling said. "Not only is he a scorer, he's
a rebounder, and he makes every foul shot.

This wasn'tthe case Friday night when the
Maine cruised by the Huskies 5-1. The game
was played in vintage Black Bearform — stingy
defensiveeffortsfromthegoalie(Allison stopped
22 of23 shots) all the way out to the forwards,
and a balanced scoring attackfeaturing goals by
five different players.
"It was a real satisfying win because number
one, we beat a good team,and number two, we
did it the way we've been doing it(all season),"
said Walsh. "I thought we did a magnificentjob
in our zone."
JeffTory putMaine on the board first when he
gathered in a passfrom Dan Shennerhom following a faceoff in the NU zone at the left circle and
blasted it past Reynolds 9:20 into the period.
The Huskies tied the game up on a freakish
play when a shot by NU's Francois Bouchard
from mid-ice during a NU line change floated
through the zone and hit the crossbar without
See HOCKEY on page 22
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• Men's hoop

Hockey

Catamounts slip past Bears

Allison ever seeing the puck. The puck then
bounced around and hit the back of Allison's
skate and trickled in.
"Ijust didn'tsee it," said Allison. "Ithought
we had the puck and Ilooked down for a second
becalm something wasbugging me.Ilooked up
and our guys were skating back and I knew the
puck was coming and Ijust couldn't pick it up."
Barry Clukey scored the game-winner in
the second period on a power play after shots by
Rodrique and Frenettefellin frontofthe netand
Clukey was in the right place at the right time.

By Scott Martin
Sports Writer
With a 15 -point lead and 3:54 remaining in the game, the University of Maine
men's basketball team seemed to have their
first NAC victory in the bag. Then the
wheels fell off.
Bernie Cieplicki's three-pointer with 47
seconds left in the game gave Vermont its
first lead at 84-83 and the Black Bears
couldn't recover, losing 89-85.
Maine dominated the entire first-half,
going into the locker room with a 47-29
lead,and seem to have things under control.
The Black Bears' frontcourt was given new
light when Greg Logan made his debut and
controlled things early. At the half, Logan
had made his presence felt,scoring six points
and grabbing six rebounds, while Ken Barnes scored 10 points and pulled down six
rebounds. Brett Soucy was on fire canning
all eight of his points in the first half.
Early on in the second half the Black
Bears controlled things,but Vermont's outside game took over. Led by Eddie Benton's game-high 35 points, including four
three-point baskets, the Catamounts outscored Maine 23-4 over the final 3:54.
Vermont buried the Black Bears with threes
during that run and stole the game away
from them, said UMaine head coach Rudy
Keeling.
"They just shot the lights out in the
second half," Keeling said. "I thought we
played pretty good defense,they made tough
shots and we just didn't finish the game."
Keeling feels Benton made the difference for Vermont. He made the tough shots

and forced the defense to foul him.
"They shot the ball better and Benton
forced us to foul him," said Keeling of the
junior All-American candidate."He's a nice
little player and the way he plays is hejumps
into you and forces you to foul him and he
made every free throw.
Other double figure scorers for Vermont
were Jeremy McCool with 17 points, Bernie
Cieplicki 14, George Roberson who added
12 and Scott Reed 11.
Maine was led by Logan, who finished
the game with 15 points and a game high 12
rebounds. He will add a big presence for the
Black Bears down low and will make a big
difference in the way the rest of the season
goes for Maine, said Casey Arena.
"It's (Logan's presence) a different dimension to our team," Arena said."He got
the big rebounds, made the big shots. He
does nothing but help our team."
Logan was pleased to finally be playing
in a Black Bear uniform and feels he will
help them become more comfortable in putting the ball down low.
"Itfeels great.I feelI'm helping my team
rebound and defensive wise," said Logan.
"We had people that don't normally play in
the post that played post, like Rashaan Thompson, so coach feels more comfortable
and that gives the guards the opportunity to
get offthe shot or drive to the basket and that
gives the original low post players to play
their game."
Barnes added 15 points and eight rebounds, while Arena and Matt Moore
chipped in 18 apiece.
Maine played without Chris Collins and
Terry Hunt, who are both injured.

from page 21
Rodrique (1:04), Thompson (10:52) and
Purdie(11:16)each added third period goals to
cent the win.
Imes put the Black Bears' defense in perspective following the game.
"Every now and then someone is going to
get beat one-on-one, but if you can limit your
defensive lapses you'll be all set," said Imes.
"And that's whatwe did tonightand whatwe've
been doing."
Maineimprovedto21-1-6(9-0-6HE)afterthe
two games,while NU dropped to 9-10-4(5-6-4).

UMaine center Dan Shermerhorn's scoring attempt on NU goalie Todd
Reynolds is denied Saturday night. The Black Bears and Huskies played to a 33 tie.(Geyerhahn photo.)

Men's hoop

from page 21

as they wrap up this four-game homestand,
and try to improve on their NAC standing.
•Ramone Jones, with 25 career blocked
shots, isjust over halfway to replacing Curtis Robertson as Maine's fourth all-time
shot blocker. Jones is averaging 1.9 blocks
per game and needs 23 more to surpass
Robertson.
•Keeling is not counting his team out of
the NAC race yet. After Saturday's win,

Keeling said the fact that "BU and Northeastern won their games against Deleware
and Drexel,establishes that the league is not
going to run away from us. We've got time
to get back into league play."
• Injuries may continue to plague the
Bears as Greg Logan left the Alfond at the
end of Saturday's game to have his wrist xrayed. In the closing minutes Logan had
fallen awkwardly on his hand.

World Briefs.
Aro LITlq
in six steps.

Attention UM Students
Due To Popular Demand
Ticket distribution for Women's Basketball will be
January 23-27 in the Athletic Office located in the
Alfond Arena.
Office Hours: Mon-Fri. 8:30am-3:00pm

Tickets will be distributed for:
Hofstra
UNH
Northeastern
BU
Hartford
Vermont

2-2-95
2-4-95
2-9-95
2-11-95
2-16-95
2-18-95

7:30pm
1:00pm
7:30pm
1:00pm
7:30pm
1:00pm

UMaine students must bring a sportspass and Maine
Card for each ticket picked up. Tickets will be
distributed on a first come, first serve basis.
Please note that after distribution, students will need to come to
the game to pick up tickets if still available.

world
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat
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Free soda with lunch buffet and UMaine ID

Take out special
Pu Pu Platter for two plus
Pork Friend Rice,
only $14.95
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery. We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and Bradley.
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Lady Bears suffer first NAC loss
By Stephen Campbell
Sports Writer
Defensive breakdown and poor shooting caused the University of Maine women's basketball team to lose to Vermont
on the road Thursday night 80-73.
"It was probably our worst game of
the season," said Erin Grealy, Black
Bear senior captain and guard. "Vermont is always up to play us and we
weren't ready for all the hype and we
really played poor defense."
All the hype was surrounding Vermont's Kari Greenbaum who scored the
1000th point of her career and had 23 in
the game. Alex Lawson and Betsy Brothers each had 19 points to spark the Catamount upset.
But Maine really beat themselves.
Despite having four players in double
figures, Maine only shot 37 percent from
the floor and they ended a seven-game
winning streak.
"We just didn't play the way we
knew we could," said Stacey Porrini,
the 6-4 sophomore center. "We lacked
the defensive intensity we needed to
win."
Freshmen point guard Cindy

Blodgett led all scorers for Maine with
22 points, including seven in the last
five minutes of the game before fouling
out. Sophomore guard Trisha Ripton
had a big game,scoring 20 points, while
junior forward Steph Guidi added 10
points.
Maine came back with a vengeance
Saturday night on the road destroying
the University of Hartford 97-52 and
regained the defense they lacked against
Vermont.
Maine placed five players in double
figures and were led by Porrini, who had
a career game, scoring 25 points and
cleaning the glass to the tune of 15 rebounds.
"I was very pleased with my perfor-

V

ale

Team Rank

mance," said Porrini. "But my teammates also played great and we improved
a lot as a team."
Maine's defense held the Hawks to
28 percent shooting and they forced 23
turnovers,of which 15 were steals. Hartford was lead by Heather Weindorfer's
15 points.
Cindy Blodgett had 17 points to
Maine's five-pronged attack along with
Ripton's 13 points, sophomore Guard
Stacia Rustad 11 points and Guidi's 10
points.
"It was a total team effort overall," said
Grealy. "Everyone was up for the game
and we really wanted to get ourselves back
on track after the Vermont game and we did
that by playing good basketball."

PVS.

PTS

(First-place votes in parenthesis)
I
116
1. Maine(9)
2
107
2. Michigan (2)
4
98
3. Boston U.(1)
3
4. Colorado Coll. 86
6
5. Bowling Green 67
5
58
6. Mich. State
8
38
7. Denver
9
27
8. Clarkson
24
7
9. Minnesota
21
9
10. UNH
Other teams receiving votes: Brown 4
arvard 4, Wisconsin 1
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Your Heart Good.

American Hakart
Associcrtion

d. • Behind the New Stable Inn • Wilson Street, Brewer

The Rock Spot

Live Rock Bands Fri. & Sat. Nights • $2 Cover wig UMaine ID

Nov. 27 & 28
Eye to Eye

Fed 10 &11
Another World

Feb 3 - 24 Karot
Feb 4 - Strait Forward

3 Large Dance Floors & 2 Bars • Di during break • Open 7pm - lam • 989-1755

Want Outdoor Adventures for less?
Clearance Sale on selected items
through January 31.

ALPENGLOW

ROSE

Equipment & Apparel for the Outdoors

9 Pine St 41 Orono • 866-3525
Tues. -- Fri. 9am - 5pm • Sat. 9am - 4pm

36A Main St• Orono • 866-7562
Tues.- Sat. 12pm - 6pm

BERENYI'S
PROFESSIONAL

KARATE
ACADEMY
38 Main Street • Orono
1 Year Anniversary Special
1 Month $25
3 Months + Free Uniforms $75
Next beginners class starts February 1
Classes: Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday evenings
To Reserve a spot or for further information call:

866-3239
•Visitors always welcome'

WANTED
Student assistant coach for the University
of Maine women's basketball team for the
second semester. This person will travel
with the team to Boston, Philadelphia,
Delaware and New Hampshire as well as
being actively involved in all of our
practices and home games.

For more information, please call:
Coach Brenner at 581-3094
Coach Boutwell at 581-1075
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• NHL

Neely sparks Bruins win
By Jimmy Goien
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON(AP)-Cam Neely scored
three goals and Blaine Lacher stopped 18
shots in his NHL debut Sunday as the
Bruins began their final season at Boston
Garden with a 4-1 victory over Philadelphia.
Rookie Daniel Lacroix also scored
during Boston's three-goal third period,
as the Flyers, playing on consecutive
days after waiting 103 days for the lockout to end, began to tire.
Neely's three power-play goals were
good for his 12th career hat trick. He
scored 50 goals in only 49 games last
season.
Neely's third goal, with 4:18 left,drew
dozens of hats from those in the sellout
crowd of 14,448.
In a pregame ceremony, the Bruins
honored eight of the 15 players who have
worn the captain's "C" on their sweaters. The captains were given crystal pucks
by general manager Harry Sinden,one of

the league's hardest-liners during the
lockout, earning him a chorus of boos.
The Bruins raised a banner commemorating the Garden's final season as the
stadium loudspeaker played "Thanks for
the Memories."
Then the players went out and created
some more.
Philadelphia scored first 1:54 into the
second period when Brent Fedyk fed Dave
Brown, who followed the puck into the
goal and dislodged the net from its moorings. Only after the officials checked the
replay did they rule it a goal.
The rest of the game was Boston's.
With Gary Galley sent off for crosschecking 10:24 into the second, the
Bruins quickly established possession
in the Philadelphia zone. Ray Bourque's
shot from the left point was blocked by
Dominic Roussel and Neely's backhanded try on the rebound also was
stopped.
This time it bounced to the side, where
Adam Oates was waiting to slip it back to
Neely, who tied the score.

They're Back!

It was the return of the "Naked Five" this weekend when the shirtless
cheerleaders showed us for the Northeastern series. Ge erhahn shot°.

The Maine Campus

Classifieds
help wanted
500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN NY, PA, NEW ENGLAND.
Choose from over 30 camps. Instructors needed: Tennis, Baseball, Hockey,
Rollerblading, Soccer, Gymnastics,
Riding, Lifeguard, WSI, Water-Skiing,
Sailing, Windsurfing, Fitness, Archery,
Mountain Biking, Pioneering,
Rockclimbing, Ropes, Dance, Piano
Accompanist, Dramatics, Ceramics,
Stained Glass, Jewelry, Wood-Working,
Photography, Radio, Nature, RN's,
Chefs, Food Service. Call Arlene: 1-800443-6428; 516-433-8033.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000+/month.World travel. Seasonal full-time positions.No exp
necessary.For info. call 1-206-6340468 ext. C50674.
ALASKAN SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFishing Industry.Earn up to $30006000+ per month.Room & Board!
Transportation!Male/Female.No exp.
necessaryl206-545-4155 ext A50672
Summer Jobs with Upward Bound
Work with high school students on the
UMaine campus. We need English,
Spanish, French, Advanced Math
(through Calculus) and Career Information teachers, a Nurse, Residential Life
counselors, Horizons Coordinator,
Workshops Coordinator, Work Experience Coordinator, Camping Coordinator and others. Summer works-study
especially helpful. Excellent professional
experience. Room and board available
for some positions. Details/application:
Upward Bound; 224 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.

for sale
Linden Quartz Alarm pocket size
fake gold, genuine - looking Rolex
watch. Looks great evenings! $20.
866-2336.
Yamaha Keyboard. 100 instruments 15 demonstration songs. Power adaptor,
like new. Too complicated for me. $85.
866-4751.
1984 Ford Escort. Runs great. 82,000
mi $550 Call 945-9950.
Macintosh Computer. System
including printer only $599. Call Chris
at 800-289-5685.
Downhill skis. Olins with Solomon
bindings, Reichle boots. Reflex poles and ski
tote. $125/best offer. Call Jeff 945-9818.

miscellaneous
Orono Thrift Shop- WED 11-4 SAT
11-2. Take Pine St. off Main St., 2nd
right off Pine (Birch).
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY MEETING! Monday 1/23 at 7:00. 1912 Rm,
Memorial Union. ?s call Josh 1-7778.
Are you ready to study in Canada
next Fall? Feb. 8 deadline coming
soon for some programs. Take your
financial aid with you to a Canadian
University. Contact Gail Yvon, Canadian-American Center, 154 College
Ave, 1-4225
Female/Male Exotic Dancers for
all your party needs.Rated G,PG,R,R
Ex-otica 947-4406 new talent
welcomed.
Spring Break-Limited Space! Jamacia,
Bahamas, Cancun, Florida. Lowest
price call scott 581-8471

Spring Break - Get in shape at
Clark's Fitness with step aerobics and
total body toning. Join today! 8272456.
Commuting from Waldo County?
Tired of the drive? The "Commuter
Cafe" may have the solution. We need
your help. Get your survey for the
"Commuter Cafe" in the commuter
services office at the Student Union.
Give themt o people you know who
are traveling from Waldo County to
Bangor or Orono. We can make the
commuter Cafe roll!

for rent
Orono - 3 bedroom, second sem. Big
new kitchen - nice location. $350 8662518 or 866-3248.
3 Bedroom Apt. - Mondern, clean
townhouse. Close to university. Call
827-6212 or 827-0471.
Efficiency $275 + Elec. Close to
campus. Call Melissa at 866-3943
3 BR apt in Old Town.All utilities pd. 3
Lg BR,W/D,diswasher,full bath, carpets
call 947-4072.
Rooms - singles/doubles (275/
360 per month). 5 min walk to
campus. Serious students call Bren
at 866-5980.

roommates
Apt - Orono, own bdrm, share kit. &
bath w/1 roommate. $150 mo. incl.
util. Call Jeff 1-2103 for info. Open
Jan 1.
Rooms for rent - male to share apt.
modern, close to univ. Own bedroom.
Utilities incl. $225/mo. 827-6212.

Rooms for rent - Looking for female
to share modern townhouse apt. Own
bedroom. Close to univ. Utilities incl.
$225/mo. Call Tina 827-0471.
Share house in trees in Orono. Nonsmoker $225/mo & 1/4 util. Rent
reduced for chores. 866-5584/ 1-1036.
Room & board w/food cooked by
chef 1 min. from campus! $620/mo
call 1-4169.
Female roommate wanted. 10
minute drive to campus. All util. paid,
incl cable. $190/mo. Call 827-1098 or
827-2705.
Own room in Lg. 4 beadroom apt. Sp.
kitchen modern bath, great location
near UMO 175/mo Neg. call 947-4933

lost eat found
Found - Earings found in Field House
on 1/18. Call 1-6615
Found- Red LL Bean Parka, Large w/
orange hat & green mitten. Call
1-1404 to claim.
Found - Backpack in Shibles Hall- If you
think it could be yours call 1-2491

personals
Terry in Aquaculture: Danielle is
looking for you. RD 7, Box 36,
Oswego, NY 13126.(315)342-2043.
Welcome back Laurie and Amanda.
Good luck with your last semester
Love,
senoirs!
Your sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
ZEN TOPH ZEN TOPH ZEN TOPH
ZEN TOPH ZEN TOPH ZEN TOPH
ZEN TOPH ZEN TOPH ZEN TOPH

Don't forget Valentine's Day on
February 14.

To get your classified ad stop by the basement of Lord Hall, M-Th 9am-5pm and F 9am-4pm.
Cost is $1 per line. (One line equals 35 characters including all spaces and punctuation.)
Take advantage of our FREE lost & Found ad and our 3 lines 3 days for $3 special. Any questions? Call 581-1273.

